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Multidimensional Mean-Payoff Games
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Abstract

Two-player games on graphs are central in many problems in formal verification and program analysis such as
synthesis and verification of open systems. In this work, we consider both finite-state game graphs, and recursive
game graphs (or pushdown game graphs) that can model the control flow of sequential programs with recursion. The
objectives we study are multidimensional mean-payoff objectives, where the goal of player 1 is to ensure that the
mean-payoff is at least zero in all dimensions. In pushdown games two types of strategies are relevant: (1) global
strategies, that depend on the entire global history; and (2) modular strategies, that have only local memory and
thus do not depend on the context of invocation. We present solutions to several fundamental algorithmic questions
and our main contributions are as follows: (1) We show that finite-state multidimensional mean-payoff games can
be solved in polynomial time if the number of dimensions and the maximal absolute value of weights are fixed;
whereas if the number of dimensions is arbitrary, then the problem is known to be coNP-complete. (2) We show
that pushdown graphs (or one-player pushdown games) with multidimensional mean-payoff objectives can be solved
in polynomial time. For both (1) and (2) our algorithms are based on hyperplane separation technique. (3) For
pushdown games under global strategies both one and multidimensional mean-payoff objectives problems are known
to be undecidable, and we show that under modular strategiesthe multidimensional problem is also undecidable;
under modular strategies the one-dimensional problem is known to be NP-complete. We show that if the number of
modules, the number of exits, and the maximal absolute valueof the weights are fixed, then pushdown games under
modular strategies with one-dimensional mean-payoff objectives can be solved in polynomial time, and if either the
number of exits or the number of modules is unbounded, then the problem is NP-hard. (4) Finally we show that a
fixed parameter tractable algorithm for finite-state multidimensional mean-payoff games or pushdown games under
modular strategies with one-dimensional mean-payoff objectives would imply the solution of the long-standing open
problem of fixed parameter tractability of parity games.

Keywords: (1) Finite-state graph games; (2) Mean-payoff objectives;(3) Multidimensional objectives; (4) Pushdown
graphs and games. (5) Computer-aided verification.
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1 Introduction

In this work we present a hyperplane based technique that solves several fundamental algorithmic open questions for
multidimensional mean-payoff objectives. We first presentan overview of mean-payoff games, then the important
extensions, followed by the open problems, and finally our contributions.

Mean-payoff games on graphs.Two-player games played on finite-state graphs provide the mathematical framework
to analyze several important problems in computer science as well as in mathematics, such as formal analysis of
reactive systems [12, 34, 33]. Games played on graphs are dynamic games that proceed for an infinite number of
rounds. The vertex set of the graph is partitioned into player-1 vertices and player-2 vertices. The game starts at an
initial vertex, and if the current vertex is a player-1 vertex, then player 1 chooses an outgoing edge, and if the current
vertex is a player-2 vertex, then player 2 does likewise. This process is repeated forever, and gives rise to an outcome of
the game, called aplay, that consists of the infinite sequence of vertices that are visited. The most well-studied payoff
criteria in such games is themean-payoffobjective, where a weight (representing a reward) is associated with every
transition and the goal of one of the players is to maximize the long-run average of the weights; and the goal of the
opponent is to minimize. Mean-payoff games and the special case of graphs (with only one player) with mean-payoff
objectives have been extensively studied over the last three decades; e.g. [30, 20, 40, 26]. Graphs with mean-payoff
objectives can be solved in polynomial time [30], whereas mean-payoff games can be decided in NP∩ coNP [20, 40].
The mean-payoff games problem is an intriguing problem and one of the rare combinatorial problems that is known
to be in NP∩ coNP, but no polynomial time algorithm is known. However, pseudo-polynomial time algorithms exist
for mean-payoff games [40, 11], and if the weights are bounded by a constant, then the algorithm is polynomial.

The extensions.Motivated by applications in formal analysis of reactive systems, the study of mean-payoff games
has been extended in two directions: (1) pushdown mean-payoff games; and (2) multidimensional mean-payoff games
on finite game graphs. Pushdown games, aka games on recursivestate machines, can model reactive systems with
recursion (i.e., model the control flow of sequential programs with recursion). Pushdown games have been studied
widely with applications in verification, synthesis, and program analysis in [39, 38, 3, 2] (also see [22, 23, 9, 8]
for sample research in stochastic pushdown games). In applications of verification and synthesis, the quantitative
objectives that typically arise are multidimensional quantitative objectives (i.e., conjunction of several objectives),
e.g., to express properties like the average response time between a grant and a request is below a given threshold
ν1, and the average number of unnecessary grants is below a thresholdν2. Thus mean-payoff objectives can express
properties related to resource requirements, performance, and robustness; multiple objectives can express the different,
potentially dependent or conflicting objectives. Moreover, recently many quantitative logics and automata theoretic
formalisms have been proposed with mean-payoff objectivesin their heart to express properties such as reliability
requirements, and resource bounds of reactive systems [13,7, 19, 6], and several quantitative synthesis questions
(such as synthesis from incompatible specifications [36]) translate directly to multidimensional mean-payoff games.
Thus pushdown games and graphs with mean-payoff objectives, and finite-state game graphs with multidimensional
mean-payoff objectives are fundamental theoretical questions in model checking of quantitative logics and quantitative
analysis of reactive systems (along with recursion features). Pushdown games with multidimensional objectives are
also a natural generalization to study. Furthermore, in applications related to reactive system analysis, the number of
dimensions of mean-payoff objectives is typically small, say 2 or 3, as they denote the different types of resources;
and the weights denoting the resource consumption amount are also bounded by constants; whereas the state space of
the reactive system is huge; see [5, 10] for examples.

Relevant aspects of pushdown games.In pushdown games two types of strategies are relevant and studied in the
literature. The first one are theglobalstrategies, where a global strategy can choose the successor vertex depending on
the entire global history of the play; where history is the finite sequence of configurations of the current prefix of a play.
The second aremodularstrategies, which are understood more intuitively in the model of games on recursive state
machines. Arecursive state machine(RSM) consists of a set of component machines (or modules). Each module has
a set ofnodes(atomic states) andboxes(each of which is mapped to a module), a well-defined interface consisting of
entryandexit nodes, and edges connecting nodes/boxes. An edge entering abox models the invocation of the module
associated with the box and an edge leaving the box represents return from the module. In the game version the nodes
are partitioned into player-1 nodes and player-2 nodes. Dueto recursion the underlying global state-space is infinite
and isomorphic to pushdown games. The equivalence of pushdown games and recursive games has been established
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in [3]. A modular strategy is a strategy that has only local memory, and thus, the strategy does not depend on the
context of invocation of the module, but only on the history within the current invocation of the module. Informally,
modular strategies are appealing because they are stackless strategies, decomposable into one for each module.

Previous results and open questions.We now summarize the main previous results and open questions and then
present our contributions.

1. (Finite-state graphs).Finite-state graphs (or one-player games) with mean-payoff objectives can be solved in
polynomial time [30], and finite-state graphs with multidimensional mean-payoff objectives can also be solved
in polynomial time [37] using the techniques to detect zero-circuits in graphs of [31].

2. (Finite-state games).Finite-state games with a one-dimensional mean-payoff objective can be decided in NP∩
coNP [40, 20], and pseudo-polynomial time algorithms existfor mean-payoff games [40, 11]: the current fastest
known algorithm works in timeO(n ·m ·W ), wheren is the number of vertices,m is the number of edges, and
W is the maximal absolute value of the weights [11]. Finite-state games with multidimensional mean-payoff
objectives are coNP-complete with weights in{−1, 0, 1} (i.e., the weights are bounded by a constant) but with
arbitrary dimensions [14], and the current best known algorithm works in timeO(2n · poly(n,m, logW )).

3. (Pushdown graphs and games).Pushdown graphs and games have been studied only for one-dimensional mean-
payoff objectives [15]. Under global strategies, pushdowngraphs with a one-dimensional mean-payoff objective
can be solved in polynomial time, whereas pushdown games areundecidable. Under modular strategies, push-
down graphs with every module restricted to have single exitand weights restricted to{−1, 0, 1} are NP-hard,
and pushdown games with any number of exits and general weight function are in NP (i.e., the problems are
NP-complete) [15].

Many fundamental algorithmic questions have remained openfor analysis of finite-state and pushdown graphs and
games with multidimensional mean-payoff objectives wherethe goal of player 1 is to ensure that the mean-payoff is
at least zero in all dimensions. The most prominent ones are:(A) Can finite-state game graphs with multidimensional
mean-payoff objectives with2 or 3 dimensions and constant weights be solved in polynomial time? (note that with
arbitrary dimensions the problem is coNP-complete, and forarbitrary weights no polynomial time algorithm is known
even for the one-dimensional case); (B) Can pushdown graphsunder global strategies with multidimensional mean-
payoff objectives be solved in polynomial time?; (C) Can a polynomial time algorithm be obtained for pushdown
games under modular strategies with a one-dimensional mean-payoff objective when relevant parameters (such as the
number of modules) are bounded?; and (D) In what complexity class does pushdown games under modular strategies
with multidimensional mean-payoff objectives lie? The above questions are not only of theoretical interest, but stem
from practically motivated problems of formal analysis of reactive systems.

Our contributions. In this work we present a hyperplane separation technique toprovide answers to many of the
open fundamental questions. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

1. (Hyperplane technique).We use the separating hyperplane technique from computational geometry to answer
the open questions (A) and (B) above. First, we present an algorithm for finite-state games with multidimen-
sional mean-payoff objectives ofk-dimensions that works in timeO(n2 · m · k · W · (k · n · W )k

2+2·k+1)
(Section 2: Theorem 1), and thus for constant weights and anyconstantk (not only k = 2 or k = 3) our
algorithm is polynomial. Second, we present a polynomial-time algorithm for pushdown graphs under global
strategies with multidimensional mean-payoff objectives(Section 3: Theorem 3); the algorithm is polynomial
for general weight function and any number of dimensions. Our key intuition is to reduce the multidimensional
problem to searching for a separating hyperplane such that all realizable mean-payoff vectors lie on one side of
the hyperplane. This intuition allows us to search for a vector, which is normal to the separating hyperplane,
and reduce the multidimensional problem to a one-dimensional problem by multiplying the multidimensional
weight function by the vector.

2. (Modular pushdown games).We first show that the hyperplane techniques do not extend formodular strategies
in pushdown games: we show that pushdown games under modularstrategies with multidimensional mean-
payoff objectives with fixed number of dimensions are undecidable (Section 4: Theorem 4). Thus the only
relevant algorithmic problem for pushdown games is the modular strategies problem for a one-dimensional
mean-payoff objective; under global strategies even a one-dimensional mean-payoff objective problem is un-
decidable [15]. It was already shown in [15] that if the number of modules is unbounded, then even with
single exits for every module the problem is NP-hard. We showthat pushdown games under modular strategies
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with one-dimensional mean-payoff objectives are NP-hard with two modules and with weights{−1, 0, 1} if the
number of exits is unbounded (Section 4: Theorem 5). Thus to obtain a polynomial time algorithm we need to
bound both the number of modules as well as the number of exits. We show that pushdown games under modular
strategies with one-dimensional mean-payoff objectives can be solved in time(n ·M)O(M5+M·E2) ·WO(M2+E),
wheren is the number of vertices,W is the maximal absolute weight,M is the number of modules, andE is
the number of exits (Section 4: Theorem 7). Thus ifM, E, andW are constants, our algorithm is polynomial.
Hence we answer the open questions (C) and (D).

3. (Hardness for fixed parameter tractability).Given our polynomial-time algorithms when the parameters are
fixed for finite-state multidimensional mean-payoff games and pushdown games with a one-dimensional mean-
payoff objective under modular strategies, a natural question is whether they are fixed parameter tractable, e.g.,
could we obtain an algorithm that runs in timef(k) · O(poly(n,m,W )) (resp.f(M,E) · O(poly(n,W ))) for
finite-state multidimensional mean-payoff games (resp. for pushdown modular games with one-dimensional
objective), for some computable functionf (e.g., exponential or double exponential). We show the hardness of
fixed parameter tractability problem by reducing the long-standing open problem of fixed parameter tractability
of parity games to both the problems (Section 2: Theorem 2 andSection 4: Theorem 8), i.e., fixed parameter
tractability of any of the above problems would imply fixed parameter tractability of parity games.

2 Finite-State Games with Multidimensional Mean-Payoff Objectives

In this section we will present two results: (1) an algorithmfor finite-state multidimensional mean-payoff games
for which the running time is polynomial when the number of dimensions and weights are fixed; (2) a reduction of
finite-state parity games to finite-state multidimensionalmean-payoff games with polynomial weights and arbitrary
dimensions that shows that fixed parameter tractability of multidimensional mean-payoff games would imply the
solution of a long-standing open problem of fixed parameter tractability of parity games. We start with the basic
definitions of finite-state games, strategies, and mean-payoff objectives.

Game graphs. A game graphG = ((V,E), (V1, V2)) consists of afinite directed graph(V,E) with a finite setV
of n vertices and a setE of m edges, and a partition(V1, V2) of V into two sets. The vertices inV1 areplayer-1
vertices, where player 1 chooses the outgoing edges, and the verticesin V2 areplayer-2 vertices, where player 2 (the
adversary to player 1) chooses the outgoing edges. Intuitively game graphs are the same as AND-OR graphs. For a
vertexu ∈ V , we writeOut(u) = {v ∈ V | (u, v) ∈ E} for the set of successor vertices ofu. We assume that every
vertex has at least one outgoing edge, i.e.,Out(u) is non-empty for all verticesu ∈ V .

Plays.A game is played by two players: player 1 and player 2, who forman infinite path in the game graph by moving
a token along edges. They start by placing the token on an initial vertex, and then they take moves indefinitely in the
following way. If the token is on a vertex inV1, then player 1 moves the token along one of the edges going outof the
vertex. If the token is on a vertex inV2, then player 2 does likewise. The result is an infinite path inthe game graph,
calledplays. Formally, aplay is an infinite sequenceπ = 〈v0, v1, v2, . . .〉 of vertices such that(vj , vj+1) ∈ E for all
j ≥ 0.

Strategies.A strategy for a player is a rule that specifies how to extend plays. Formally, astrategyτ for player 1 is
a functionτ : V ∗ · V1 → V that, given a finite sequence of vertices (representing the history of the play so far) which
ends in a player 1 vertex, chooses the next vertex. The strategy must choose only available successors, i.e., for all
w ∈ V ∗ andv ∈ V1 we haveτ(w · v) ∈ Out(v). The strategies for player 2 are defined analogously. A strategy
is memorylessif it is independent of the history and only depends on the current vertex. Formally, a memoryless
strategy for player 1 is a functionτ : V1 → V such thatτ(v) ∈ Out(v) for all v ∈ V1, and analogously for player 2
strategies. Given a starting vertexv ∈ V , a strategyτ for player 1, and a strategyσ for player 2, there is a unique
play, denotedπ(v, τ, σ) = 〈v0, v1, v2, . . .〉, which is defined as follows:v0 = v and for allj ≥ 0, if vj ∈ V1, then
τ((v0, v1, . . . vj)) = vj+1, and ifvj ∈ V2, thenσ((v0, v1, . . . , vj)) = vj+1.

Graphs obtained under memoryless strategies.A player-1 graph is a special case of a game graph where all
vertices inV2 have a unique successor (and player-2 graphs are defined analogously). Given a memoryless strategyσ
for player 2, we denote byGσ the player-1 graph obtained by removing from all player-2 vertices the edges that are
not chosen byσ.
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Multidimensional mean-payoff objectives. For multidimensional mean-payoff objectives we will consider game
graphs along with a weight functionw : E → Zk that maps each edge to a vector of integer weights. We denote by
W the maximal absolute value of the weights. For a finite pathπ, we denote byw(π) the sum of the weight vectors
of the edges inπ andAvg(π) = w(π)

|π| , where|π| is the length ofπ, denotes the average vector of the weights. We
denote byAvgi(π) the projection ofAvg(π) to thei-th dimension. For an infinite pathπ, let ρt denote the finite prefix
of lengtht of π; and we defineLimInfAvgi(π) = lim inft→∞ Avgi(ρt) and analogouslyLimSupAvgi(π) with lim inf
replaced bylim sup. For an infinite pathπ, we denote byLimInfAvg(π) = (LimInfAvg1(π), . . . , LimInfAvgk(π))
(resp. LimSupAvg(π) = (LimSupAvg1(π), . . . , LimSupAvgk(π))) the limit-inf (resp. limit-sup) vector of the av-
erages (long-run average or mean-payoff objectives). The objective of player 1 we consider is to ensure that the
mean-payoff is non-negative in every dimension, i.e., to ensureLimInfAvg(π) ≥ ~0, where~0 denotes the vector of all
zeros.

Remark 1. A mean-payoff objective is invariant to the shift operation, i.e., if in a dimensioni, we require that the
mean-payoff is at leastνi, then we simply subtractνi in the weight vector from every edge in thei-th dimension and
require the mean-payoff is at least0 in dimensioni. Hence the comparison with~0 is without loss of generality. We
will present all the results forLimInfAvg objectives and the results forLimSupAvg objectives are simpler. Hence, in
sequel we will writeLimAvg for LimInfAvg. Moreover, all the results we will present would also hold ifwe replace
the non-strict inequality comparison (≥ ~0) with a strict inequality (> ~0).

Winning strategies.A player-1 strategyτ is a winning strategy from a setU of vertices, if for all player-2 strategies
σ and allv ∈ U we haveLimAvg(π(v, τ, σ)) ≥ ~0. A player-2 strategy is a winning strategy from a setU of vertices if
for all player-1 strategiesτ and for allv ∈ U we have that the pathπ(v, τ, σ) does not satisfyLimAvg(π(v, τ, σ)) ≥ ~0.
The winning region for a player is the largest setU such that the player has a winning strategy fromU .

2.1 Hyperplane separation algorithm

In this subsection we will present our algorithm to decide the existence of a winning strategy for player 1 in finite-state
multidimensional mean-payoff games.

Hyperplane separation technique.Our key insight is to search for a hyperplaneH such that player 2 can ensure a
mean-payoff vector that lies belowH. Intuitively, we show that if such a hyperplane exists, thenany point in space that
is belowH is negative in at least one dimension, and thus the multidimensional mean-payoff objective for player 1
is violated. Conversely, we show that if for all hyperplanesH player 1 can achieve a mean-payoff vector that lies
aboveH, then player 1 can ensure the multidimensional mean-payoffobjective. The technical argument relies on the
fact that if we have an infinite sequence of unit vectors~b1,~b2, . . . and~bℓ lies above the hyperplane that is normal to∑ℓ−1

j=1
~bj, thenlim infℓ→∞

1
ℓ ·

∑ℓ
j=1

~bj = ~0.

Multiple dimensions to one dimension.Given a multidimensional weight functionw and a vector~λ, we denote by
w · ~λ the one-dimensional weight function that assigns every edge e the weight valuew(e)T · ~λ, wherew(e)T is
the transpose of the weight vectorw(e). We show that with the hyperplane technique we can reduce a game with
multidimensional mean-payoff objective to the same game with a one-dimensional mean-payoff objective. A vector~b
lies above a hyperplaneH if ~λ is the normal vector ofH and~bT · ~λ ≥ 0. Hence, player 1 can achieve a mean-payoff
vector that lies aboveH if and only if player 1 can ensure the one-dimensional mean-payoff objective with weight
functionw(e) · ~λ.

Examples.Consider the game graphG1 (Figure 1) where all vertices belong to player 1. The weight functionw1 labels
each edge with a two-dimensional weight vector. InG1, player 1 can ensure all mean-payoff vectors that are convex
combination of(1,−2), (−2, 1) and(−1,−1) (see Figure 3). By Figure 3, all the vectors reside below the hyperplane
y = −x, and consider the normal vector~λ = (1, 1) to the hyperplaney = −x. All the cycles inG1 with weight
functionw1 · ~λ (shown in Figure 5) have negative weights. Therefore player1 loses in the one-dimensional mean-
payoff objective. Consider the game graphG2 (Figure 2) with all player-1 vertices; where player 1 can achieve any
mean-payoff vector that is a convex combination of(2,−1), (−1, 2) and(−2,−1) (see Figure 4). By Figure 4, every
two-dimensional hyperplane that passes through the originintersects with the feasible region. Thus, no separating
hyperplane exists.
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v0(1,−2) v2 (−2, 1)v1
(0, 0) (0, 0)

(−3,−3)

Figure 1: Game graphG1.

v0(2,−1) v2 (−1, 2)v1
(0, 0) (0, 0)

(−6,−3)

Figure 2: Game graphG2.

Figure 3: Feasible vectors forG1. Figure 4: Feasible vectors forG2.

Basic lemmas and assumptions.We now prove two lemmas to formalize the intuition related toreduction to one-
dimensional mean-payoff games. Lemma 1 requires two assumptions, which we later show (in Lemma 4) how to deal
with. The assumptions are as follows: (1) The first assumption (we refer as Assumption 1) is that every outgoing edge
of player-2 vertices is to a player-1 vertex; formally,E ∩ (V2 × V ) ⊆ E ∩ (V2 × V1). (2) The second assumption (we
refer as Assumption 2) is that every player-1 vertex hask self-loop edgese1, . . . , ek such thatwi(ej) = 0 if i 6= j
andwi(ei) = −1. Let us denote byWin2 the player-2 winning region in the multidimensional mean-payoff game
with weight functionw, and byWin2~λ the player-2 winning region in the one-dimensional mean-payoff game with the

weight functionw · ~λ. The next lemma shows that ifWin2~λ 6= ∅, thenWin2 6= ∅; i.e., presents a sufficient condition

for the non-emptiness ofWin2.

Lemma 1. Given a game graphG that satisfies Assumption 1 and Assumption 2, and a multidimensional mean-payoff
objective with weight functionw, for every~λ ∈ Rk we haveWin2~λ ⊆ Win2; (hence, ifWin2~λ 6= ∅, thenWin2 6= ∅).

Proof. Letσ be a player-2 winning strategy inG from an initial vertexv0 (i.e., winning strategy from the set{v0}) for
the one-dimensional mean-payoff objective with weight functionw·~λ. We first observe that we must have~λ ∈ (0,∞)k;
otherwise ifλi ∈ (−∞, 0] then by Assumption 1 the weight of thei-th self-loop of a player-1 vertex would be non-
negative, and player 1 can ensure the mean-payoff objectivefrom all vertices (by Assumption 2 all plays arrive to a
player-1 vertex within one step), contradictingv0 is winning for player 2. We claim thatσ is also a player-2 winning
strategy with respect to the multidimensional mean-payoffobjective. Indeed, letρ be a play that is consistent withσ.
Sinceσ is a player-2 winning strategy for the mean-payoff objective with weight functionw · ~λ, it follows that there
exists a constantc > 0 such that there are infinitely many prefixes ofρ with average weight (according tow · ~λ) at
most−c. Let λmin = min{~λi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} be the minimum value of~λ among its dimension. Since~λ ∈ (0,∞)k,
it follows thatλmin > 0. Since there are finitely many dimensions there must be a dimensioni for which there are
infinitely many prefixes ofρ with average weight at most− c·λmin

k < 0 in dimensioni. Hence, the mean-payoff value
of dimensioni is negative, and thus the multidimensional mean-payoff objective is violated. Henceσ is a player-2
winning strategy fromv0 against the multidimensional mean-payoff objective.

We now present a lemma that will complement Lemma 1, and the following lemma does not require Assumption 1
or Assumption 2.

Lemma 2. Given a game graphG and a multidimensional mean-payoff objective with weight functionw, if for all
~λ ∈ Rk we haveWin2~λ = ∅, then we haveWin2 = ∅.

v0−1 v2 −1v1
0 0

−6

Figure 5: Game graphG1 with weight function~λ · w1 for ~λ = (1, 1).
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e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6

C1 C2 C3

Figure 6: The path segmentρi is decomposed into the cycles (possibly repeated) asρ2i = C1 · C1 · C2 · C2 · C2 · C3;
and the acyclic partρ1i = e1 · e2 · e3 · e4 · e5 · e6.

Proof. SinceWin2~λ = ∅ for every~λ ∈ Rk, it follows by the determinacy of one-dimensional mean-payoff games [20]

that for all~λ ∈ Rk, player 1 can ensure the one-dimensional mean-payoff objective with weight functionw · ~λ in
G (from all initial vertices). We now present an explicit construction of a player-1 winning strategy for the multidi-
mensional mean-payoff objective inG. For a vector~λ ∈ Rk, let τ~λ be a memoryless player-1 winning strategy inG

from all vertices for the one-dimensional mean-payoff gamewith weight functionw ·~λ (note that uniform memoryless
winning strategies that ensure winning from all vertices inthe winning region exist in one-dimensional mean-payoff
games by the results of [20]). We construct a player-1 winning strategyτ for the multidimensional objective in the
following way:

• Initially, set~b0 := (1, 1, . . . , 1).

• For i = 1, 2, . . . ,∞, in iterationi play as follows:

– Set~λbi := −~bi−1. In τ , player 1 plays according toτ~λbi

for i rounds.

– Let ρi be the play suffix that was formed in the lasti rounds (or steps) of the play. Fromρi we obtain the
part ofρi that consists of cycles (that are possibly repeated) and denote the part asρ2i ; and an acyclic part
ρ1i of length at mostn. Informally,ρ2i consists of cyclesC that appear inρi, and if cycleC is repeatedj
times inρi then it is includedj times inρ2i ; see Figure 2.1 for an illustration.

– Set~bi := ~bi−1 + w(ρ2i ); and proceed to the next iteration.

In order to prove thatτ is a winning strategy, it is enough to prove that for every play ρ that is consistent withτ , the
Euclidean norm of the average weight vector tends to zero as the length of the play tends to infinity.

We first compute the Euclidean norm of~bi. For this purpose we observe thatτ~λbi

is a memoryless winning strategy

for the one-dimensional mean-payoff game with weight functionw · ~λbi ; and hence it follows that for every cycleC
in the graphG

τ~λbi the sum of the weights ofC according tow · ~λbi is non-negative. Sinceρ2i is composed of cyclic
paths, we must havew(ρ2i )

T · ~λbi ≥ 0; and hence, we havew(ρ2i )
T ·~bi−1 ≤ 0. Thus we get that

|~bi| = |~bi−1 + w(ρ2i )| =
√
|~bi−1|2 + 2 · w(ρ2i )T ·~bi−1 + |w(ρ2i )|2 ≤

√
|~bi−1|2 + |w(ρ2i )|2

SinceW is the maximal absolute value of the weights, it follows thatW ·
√
k is a bound on the Euclidean norm of any
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average weight vector. Since the length ofρ2i is at mosti (it was a part of the suffix of lasti rounds) we get that

|~bi| ≤
√
|~bi−1|2 + k ·W 2 · i2.

By a simple induction we obtain that|~bi| ≤
√
k ·W 2 ·∑i

j=1 j
2. Thus we have

|~bi| ≤

√√√√k ·W 2 ·
i∑

j=1

j2 ≤
√
k ·W 2 · i3 .

We are now ready to compute the the Euclidean norm of the play after thei-th iteration. We denote the weight
vector after thei-th iteration by~xi and observe that

~xi = ~bi +

i∑

j=1

w(ρ1j ) .

By the Triangle inequality we get that

|~xi| ≤ |~bi|+
i∑

j=1

|w(ρ1j )| .

Since the length ofρ1i is at mostn and by the bound we obtained over~bi we get that

|~xi| ≤
√
k ·W 2 · i3 + i · n ·W ·

√
k

For a positionj of the play between iterationi and iterationi + 1, let us denote by~yj the weight vector after the play
prefix at positionj. Since there arei steps played in iterationi we have|~yj | ≤ |~xi|+ i ·W ·

√
k. Finally, since after the

(i − 1)-th iteration
∑i−1

t=1 t = i · (i − 1)/2 rounds were played, we get that the Euclidean norm of the average weight

vector, namely,|~yj

j | ≤
|~yj|

i·(i−1)/2 , tends to zero asi tends to infinity. Formally we have

lim
j→∞

|~yj|
j

≤ lim
i→∞

√
k ·W 2 · i3 + i · n ·W ·

√
k + i ·W ·

√
k

i · (i − 1)/2
= 0

It follows that the limit average of the weight vectors is zero and hence the desired result follows.

Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 suggest that in order to check if player-2 winning region is non-empty in a multidimen-
sional mean-payoff game it suffices to go over all (uncountably many)~λ ∈ Rk and check whether player-2 winning
region is non-empty in the one-dimensional mean-payoff game with weight functionw · ~λ. The next lemma shows
that we need to consider only finitely many vectors; and we first introduce some notations that we will use.

Notations.For the rest of this section, we denoteM = (k · n ·W )k+1, whereW is the maximal absolute value of the
weight function. For a positive integerℓ, we will denote byZ±

ℓ = {i | −ℓ ≤ i ≤ ℓ} (resp.Z+
ℓ = {i | 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ}) the

set of integers (resp. positive integers) from−ℓ to ℓ.

Lemma 3. LetG be a game graph with a multidimensional mean-payoff objective with a weight functionw. There
exists~λ0 ∈ Rk for which player-2 winning region is non-empty inG for the one-dimensional mean-payoff objective
with weight functionw · ~λ0 if and only if there exists~λ ∈ (Z±

M )k such that the player-2 winning region is non-empty
in G for the one-dimensional mean-payoff objective with weightfunctionw · ~λ.

Proof. Suppose that player 2 has a memoryless winning strategyσ in G from an initial vertexv0 for the one-
dimensional mean-payoff objective with weight functionw · ~λ0. LetC1, . . . , Cm be the simple cycles that are reach-
able fromv0 in the graphGσ. Sinceσ is a player-2 winning strategy it follows thatw(Ci)

T · ~λ0 < 0 for every
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. We note that for all1 ≤ i ≤ m we havew(Ci) ∈ (Z±

n·W )k (sinceCi is a simple cycle, in every
dimension the sum of the weights is between−n · W andn · W ). Then by [32, Lemma 2, items c and d] it follows
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that there is a vector of integers~λ such thatw(Ci)
T · ~λ ≤ −1 < 0, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m; and~λ ∈ (Z±

M )k. Since
all the reachable cycles fromv0 in Gσ are negative according tow · ~λ, we get thatσ is a winning strategy for the
one-dimensional mean-payoff game with weight functionw ·~λ; and hence the proof for the direction from left to right
follows. The proof for the converse direction is trivial.

The next lemma removes the two assumptions of Lemma 1.

Lemma 4. Let G be a game graph with a multidimensional mean-payoff objective with a weight functionw. The
following assertions hold: (1)

⋃
~λ∈(Z+

M
)k Win2~λ ⊆ Win2. (2) If

⋃
~λ∈(Z+

M
)k Win2~λ = ∅, thenWin2 = ∅.

Proof. We first show how to construct a game graphĜ from G that satisfies the two assumptions (Assumption 1 and
Assumption 2) and has the same winning regions (for the multidimensional objective) as inG.

1. (Assumption 1).Given any game graphG there exists a linear transformation to satisfy Assumption1 by simply
adding a dummy vertex for every outgoing edge of a player 2 vertex (i.e., for every edgee = (u, v) with
u, v ∈ V2, we add a vertexe, edges(u, e) with weightw(e) and(e, v) with weight~0, ande is a player-1 vertex
with a single outgoing edge).

2. (Assumption 2).First, note that adding several self-loop edges creates a multi-graph, but a dummy player-2
vertex can be put for every such edge to ensure that we do not have a multi-graph. Second we observe that
adding the self-loop edges of Assumption 2 do not affect winning for player 1, as if there is a winning strategy
for player 1, then there is one that never chooses the self-loop edges of Assumption 2 because the self-loop
edges are non-positive in every dimension and negative in one dimension.

For a game graphG we denote byĜ the graph that is formed by the transformations above. We nowestablish the
following claim:

Claim. The following two properties hold for the game graphĜ: (i) if a vector~λ is non-positive in (at least) one
dimension, then player-2 winning region in̂G for the one-dimensional mean-payoff objective with weightfunction
w · ~λ is empty; and (ii) if a vector~λ is positive in all dimensions, then player-2 winning regionin G and inĜ is the
same for the one-dimensional mean-payoff objective with weight functionw · ~λ. The first item of the claim holds due
to the self-loops of Assumption 2, and Assumption 1 ensures that a player-1 vertex is reached within two steps (the
same reasoning as used in Lemma 1). The second item of the claim holds because the weight of any simple cycle in
G is the same as in̂G, and the weight of Assumption 2 self-loops are non-positivein every dimension and negative in
one dimension (since~λ is positive in all dimensions). Hence, a memoryless winningstrategy inG is also winning in
Ĝ and vice-versa.

We now prove the two assertions of the lemma.

1. (First assertion).Consider that inG we havev ∈ Win2~λ, for some vertexv and a vector~λ ∈ (Z+
M )k. Then by

the second item of the claim we get thatv ∈ Win2~λ also inĜ, and then by Lemma 1 we get thatv ∈ Win2 (in Ĝ).
Finally, by the definition of the transformations, we get that player 2 is winning fromv for the multidimensional
mean-payoff objective in̂G if and only if player 2 is winning fromv for the multidimensional mean-payoff
objective inG. Thusv ∈ Win2 in G and the first assertion follows.

2. (Second assertion).For the second assertion consider thatWin2 6= ∅ (in G) and we show that for some~λ ∈
(Z+

M )k we haveWin2~λ 6= ∅ (in G). Suppose thatv ∈ Win2 for some vertexv in G. Then by the definition of the

transformation we have thatv ∈ Win2 also inĜ. By Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 it follows that there is~λ ∈ (Z±
M )k

such thatv ∈ Win2~λ (in Ĝ). By the first item of the claim we get that~λ ∈ (Z+
M )k. Finally, by the second item of

the claim, and since~λ ∈ (Z+
M )k, we get thatv ∈ Win2~λ also inG, and thus the second assertion follows.

The desired result follows.

To use the result of Lemma 4 iteratively to solve finite-stategames with multidimensional mean-payoff objectives,
we need the notion ofattractors. For a setU of vertices,Attr2(U) is defined inductively as follows:U0 = U and for
all i ≥ 0 we haveUi+1 = Ui ∪ {v ∈ V1 | Out(v) ⊆ Ui} ∪ {v ∈ V2 | Out(v) ∩ Ui 6= ∅}, andAttr2(U) =

⋃
i≥0 Ui.
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Intuitively, fromUi+1 player 2 can ensure to reachUi in one step against all strategies of player 1, and thusAttr2(U)
is the set of vertices such that player 2 can ensure to reachU against all strategies of player 1 in finitely many steps.
The setAttr2(U) can be computed in linear time [27, 4]. Observe that ifG is a game graph, then for allU , the game
graph induced by the setV \ Attr2(U) is also a game graph (i.e., all vertices inV \ Attr2(U) have outgoing edges
in V \Attr2(U)). The following lemma shows that in multidimensional mean-payoff games, ifU is a set of vertices
such that player 2 has a winning strategy from every vertex inU , then player 2 has a winning strategy from all vertices
in Attr2(U), and we can recurse in the game graph after removal ofAttr2(U).

Lemma 5. Consider a multidimensional mean-payoff gameG with weight functionw. LetU be a set of vertices such
that from all vertices inU there is a winning strategy for player 2. Then the following assertions hold: (1) From
all vertices inAttr2(U) there is a winning strategy for player 2. (2) LetZ be the set of vertices in the game graph
induced after removal ofAttr2(U) such that from all vertices inZ player 2 has a winning strategy in the remaining
game graph. Then from all vertices inZ, player 2 has a winning strategy in the original game graph.

Proof. The proof of the first item is as follows: from vertices inAttr2(U) first consider a strategy to ensure to reach
U (within finitely many steps), and onceU is reached switch to a winning strategy from vertices inU . The proof of
second item is as follows: fix a winning strategy in the remaining game graph for vertices inZ and a winning strategy
fromAttr2(U) for player 2. Consider any counter strategy for player 1. IfAttr2(U) is ever reached, then the winning
strategy fromAttr2(U) ensures winning for player 2, and otherwise the winning strategy of the remaining game graph
ensures winning.

Algorithm. We now present our iterative algorithm that is based on Lemma4 and Lemma 5. In the current iteration
i of the game graph execute the following steps: sequentiallyiterate over vectors~λ ∈ (Z+

M )k; and if for some~λ we
obtain a non-empty setU of winning vertices for player 2 for the one-dimensional mean-payoff objective with weight
functionw ·~λ in the current game graph, removeAttr2(U) from the current game graph and proceed to iterationi+1.
Otherwise if for all~λ ∈ (Z+

M )k, player 1 wins from all vertices for the one-dimensional mean-payoff objective with
weight functionw · ~λ, then the set of current vertices is the set of winning vertices for player 1. The correctness of the
algorithm follows from Lemma 4 and Lemma 5.

Complexity. The algorithm has at mostn iterations, and each iteration solves at mostO(Mk) one-dimensional mean-
payoff games. Thus the iterative algorithm requires to solveO(n ·Mk) one-dimensional mean-payoff games withm
edges,n vertices, and the maximal weight is at mostk · W · M . Since one-dimensional mean-payoff games withn
vertices,m edges, and maximal weightW can be solved in timeO(n ·m ·W ) [11], we obtain the following result.

Theorem 1. The set of winning vertices for player 1 in a multidimensional mean-payoff game withn vertices,m
edges,k-dimensions, and maximal absolute weightW can be computed in timeO(n2 ·m ·k ·W · (k ·n ·W )k

2+2·k+1).

2.2 Hardness for fixed parameter tractability

In this subsection we will reduce finite-state parity games to finite-state multidimensional mean-payoff games with
weights bounded linearly by the number of vertices. Note that our reduction is different from the standard reduction
of parity games to one-dimensional mean-payoff games whereexponential weights are necessary [28]. We start with
the definition of parity games.

Parity games.A parity game consists of a finite-state game graphG along with a priority functionp : E → {1, . . . , k}
that maps every edge to a natural number (the priority). The objective of player 1 is to ensure that theminimal
priority that occurs infinitely often in a play iseven, and the goal of player 2 is the complement. The memoryless
determinacy of parity games shows that for both players if there is a winning strategy, then there is a memoryless
winning strategy [21].

The reduction. Given a game graphG with priority functionp we construct a multidimensional mean-payoff objec-
tive with weight functionw of k dimensions onG as follows: for everyi ∈ {1, . . . , k} we assignwi(e) as follows:

• 0 if p(e) > i;
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• −1 if p(e) ≤ i andp(e) is odd; and

• n if p(e) ≤ i andp(e) is even.

Lemma 6. From a vertexv, if player 1 wins the parity game, then she also wins the multidimensional mean-payoff
game.

Proof. If player 1 is the winner in the parity game fromv, then by memoryless determinacy of parity games there is
memoryless winning strategyτ . Sinceτ is winning in the parity game, then every simple cycleC reachable fromv in
Gτ is even (i.e., the minimum priority ofC is even). Given a cycleC with minimum priorityi which is even we have
(i) for j < i: wj(C) = 0; and (ii) forj ≥ i there is at least one state with weightn, and the sum of all other weights is
at least−(n− 1) (since there are at mostn edges of which one has weightn, and in the worst case all the remaining
n− 1 edges have weight−1); and hencewj(C) ≥ 0. Hence by the construction of the weight function it followsthat
the weight vector ofC is non-negative (in every dimension). Thusτ is a winning strategy for the multidimensional
mean-payoff objective.

Lemma 7. From a vertexv, if player 2 wins the parity game, then she also wins the multidimensional mean-payoff
game.

Proof. If player 2 is the winner in the parity game fromv, then by memoryless determinacy she has a memoryless
winning strategyσ. We claim thatσ is a winning strategy for player 2 in the multidimensional mean-payoff game. For
this purpose we first show thatσ is a winning strategy in the one-dimensional mean-payoff game with weight function
w · ~λ, whereℓ = n2 and

~λ = (ℓk−1, ℓk−2, . . . , ℓk−i, . . . , ℓ0)

Let C be a simple cycle reachable fromv in the player-1 graphGσ. Let i be the minimal priority that occurs inC,
and sinceσ is winning for player 2, it follows thati is odd. By the construction of the weight function we get that
(i) wi(C) ≤ −1; (ii) for j > i: wj(C) ≤ n2 − 1 = ℓ − 1 (at least one edge has negative weight, and all other edges
have weight at mostn); and (iii) for j < i: wj(C) = 0. Hence we get that

w(C)T · ~λ ≤ −ℓk−i + (ℓ− 1) ·
k∑

j=i+1

ℓk−j ≤ ℓk−i + (ℓ− 1) · ℓk−i−1 < 0

Hence, we get that every cycle reachable fromv in Gσ is negative according tow ·~λ; and henceσ is a winning strategy
in the one-dimensional mean-payoff game for weight functionw ·~λ. By Lemma 4 it follows that player 2 also wins in
the multidimensional mean-payoff game fromv.

Theorem 2. Let G be a game graph with a parity objective defined by a priority function ofk-priorities. We can
construct in linear time ak-dimensional weight functionw, with maximal weightW bounded byn, such that a vertex
is winning for player 1 in the parity game iff the vertex is winning for player 1 in the multidimensional mean-payoff
game.

Remark 2. There exists a deterministic sub-exponential time algorithm for parity games [29] and also algorithms that
run in timeO(nk/3 ·m) [35]; however obtaining a fixed parameter tractable algorithm for parity games that runs in
timeO(f(k)·poly(n,m)) for any functionf (exponential or double exponential) is a long-standing open problem. Our
reduction (Theorem 2) shows that obtaining a fixed parametertractable algorithm for multidimensional mean-payoff
games that runs in timeO(f(k) · poly(n,m,W )) is not possible without first solving the fixed parameter tractability
of parity games. We also point out that the hardness result does not hold for multidimensionalLimSupAvg-objectives,
as if the weights are fixed, the problem can be solved in polynomial time [37].
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3 Pushdown Graphs with Multidimensional Mean-payoff Objectives

In this section we consider pushdown graphs (or pushdown systems) with multidimensional mean-payoff objectives,
and we give an algorithm that determines if there exists a path that satisfies a multidimensional objective. The algo-
rithm we propose runs in polynomial time even for arbitrary number of dimensions and for arbitrary weight function.
As in the previous section, we use the hyperplane separationtechnique to reduce the problem into a one-dimensional
pushdown graphs, and a polynomial solution for the latter isknown [15].

Key obstacles and overview of the solution.We first describe the key obstacles for the polynomial time algorithm to
solve pushdown graphs with multidimensional mean-payoff objectives (as compared to finite-state graphs and finite-
state games). For pushdown graphs we need to overcome the next three main obstacles: (a) The mean-payoff value of
a finite-state graph is uniquely determined by the weights ofthe simple cycles of the graph. However, for pushdown
graphs it is also possible topumpspecial types of acyclic paths. Hence, we first need to characterize thepumpable
pathsthat uniquely determine the possible mean-payoff vectors in a pushdown graph. (b) Lemma 2 does not hold
for arbitrary infinite-state graphs and we need to show that it does hold for pushdown graphs. (c) We require an
algorithm to decide whether there is a hyperplane such that all the weights of the pumpable paths of a pushdown
graph lie below the hyperplane (also for arbitrary dimensions). The overview of our solutions to the above obstacles
are as follows: (a) In the first part of the section (until Proposition 1) we present a characterization of the pumpable
paths in a pushdown graph. (b) We use Gordan’s Lemma [24] (a special case of Farkas’ Lemma) and in Lemma 13
we prove that Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 hold also for pushdown graphs(Lemma 1 holds for any infinite-state graph).
(c) Conceptually, we find the separating hyperplane by constructing a matrixA, such that every row inA is a weight
vector of a pumpable path, and we solve the linear inequality~λ · A < ~0. However, in general the matrixA can be
of exponential size. Thus we need to use advanced linear-programing technique that solves in polynomial time linear
inequalities with polynomial number of variables and exponential number of constraints. This technique requires a
polynomial-time oracle that for a given~λ returns a violated constraint (or says that all constraintsare satisfied). We
show that in our case the required oracle is the algorithm forpushdown graphs with one-dimensional mean-payoff
objective (which we obtain from [15]), and thus we establisha polynomial-time hyperplane separation technique for
pushdown graphs.

Stack alphabet and commands.We start with the basic notion of stack alphabet and commands. LetΓ denote a finite
set ofstack alphabet, andCom(Γ) = {skip, pop} ∪ {push(z) | z ∈ Γ} denotes the set ofstack commandsoverΓ.
Intuitively, the commandskip does nothing,pop deletes the top element of the stack,push(z) putsz on the top of
the stack. For a stack commandcom and a stack stringα ∈ Γ+ we denote bycom(α) the stack string obtained by
executing the commandcom onα (in a stack string the top denotes the right end of the string).

Multi-weighted pushdown systems. A multi-weighted pushdown system (WPS)(or a multi-weighted pushdown
graph) is a tuple:

A = 〈Q,Γ, q0 ∈ Q,E ⊆ (Q× Γ)× (Q× Com(Γ)), w : E → Zk〉,
whereQ is a finite set ofstateswith q0 as the initial state;Γ the finitestack alphabetand we assume there is a special
initial stack symbol⊥ ∈ Γ; E describes the set of edges or transitions of the pushdown system; andw is a weight
function that assigns an integer weight vector to every edge; we denote bywi the projection ofw to thei-th dimension.
We assume that⊥ can be neither put on nor removed from the stack. Aconfigurationof a WPS is a pair(α, q) where
α ∈ Γ+ is a stack string andq ∈ Q. For a stack stringα we denote byTop(α) the top symbol of the stack. The initial
configuration of the WPS is(⊥, q0). We useW to denote the maximal absolute weight of the edge weights.

Successor configurations and runs.Given a WPSA, a configurationci+1 = (αi+1, qi+1) is asuccessorconfiguration
of a configurationci = (αi, qi), if there is an edge(qi, γi, qi+1, com) ∈ E such thatcom(αi) = αi+1, where
γi = Top(αi). A pathπ is a sequence of configurations. A pathπ = 〈c1, . . . , cn+1〉 is avalid pathif for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n
the configurationci+1 is a successor configuration ofci (and the notation is similar for infinite paths). In the sequel
we shall refer only to valid paths. Letπ = 〈c1, c2, . . . , ci, ci+1, . . .〉 be a path. We denote byπ[j] = cj the j-th
configuration of the path and byπ[i1, i2] = 〈ci1 , ci1+1, . . . , ci2〉 the segment of the path from thei1-th to thei2-th
configuration. A path can equivalently be defined as a sequence 〈c1e1e2 . . . en〉, wherec1 is the initial configuration
andei are valid transitions. Our goal is to obtain an algorithm that given a WPSA decides if there exists an infinite
pathπ in A from q0 such thatLimAvg(π) ≥ ~0.
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q0 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5

push(γ1), (−2, 1) push(γ2), (7, 2) pop(γ2), (5,−9) pop(γ1), (2,−2)

(1, 3) (4, 2) (7, 1) (2, 6) (2, 8)

Figure 7: A WPSA. If an edge is not label with a command, then the command isskip. The labelpop(γ) stands for:
if the top symbol isγ, then a pop transition is possible.

Notations.We shall use (i)γ or γi for an element ofΓ; (ii) e or ei for a transition (equivalently an edge) fromE; (iii) α
or αi for a string fromΓ∗. For a pathπ = 〈c1, c2, . . .〉 = 〈c1e1e2 . . .〉 we denote by (i)qi: the state of configuration
ci, and (ii)αi: the stack string of configurationci.

Stack height and additional stack height of paths.For a pathπ = 〈(α1, q1), . . . , (αn, qn)〉, the stack heightof π
is the maximal height of the stack in the path, i.e.,SH(π) = max{|α1|, . . . , |αn|}. The additional stack height
of π is the additional height of the stack in the segment of the path, i.e., the additional stack heightASH(π) is
SH(π)−max{|α1|, |αn|}.

Pumpable pair of paths.Let π = 〈c1e1e2 . . .〉 be a finite or infinite path. Apumpable pair of pathsfor π is a pair
of non-empty sequences of edges:(p1, p2) = (ei1ei1+1 . . . ei1+n1

, ei2ei2+1 . . . ei2+n2
), for n1, n2 ≥ 0, i1 ≥ 0 and

i2 > i1 + n1 such that for everyj ≥ 0 the pathπj
(p1,p2)

obtained by pumping the pair of pathsp1 andp2 for j times
each is a valid path, i.e., for everyj ≥ 0 we have

πj
(p1,p2)

= 〈c1e1e2 . . . ei1−1(ei1ei1+1 . . . ei1+in)
jei1+in+1 . . . ei2−1(ei2ei2+1 . . . ei2+n2

)jei2+n2
. . .〉

is a valid path. We will show that large additional stack height implies the existence of pumpable pair of paths. To
prove the results we need the notion oflocal minimumof paths.

Local minimum of a path.Let π = 〈c1, c2, . . .〉 be a path. A configurationci = (αi, qi) is a local minimumif for
everyj ≥ i we haveαi ⊑ αj (i.e., the stack stringαi is a prefix string ofαj). One basic fact is the every infinite
path has infinitely many local minimum. We discuss the proof of the basic fact and some properties of local minimum.
Consider a pathπ = 〈c1, c2, . . .〉. If there is a finite integerj such that from some point on (say afteri-th index) the
stack height is always at leastj, and the stack height isj infinitely often, then every configuration afteri-th index with
stack heightj is a local minimum (and there are infinitely many of them). Otherwise, for every integerj, there exists
an indexi, such that for every index afteri the stack height exceedsj, and then for everyj, the last configuration
with stack heightj is a local minimum and we have infinitely many local minimum. This shows the basic fact about
infinitely many local minimum of a path. We now discuss a property of consecutive local minimum in a path. If we
consider a path and the sequence of local minimum, and letci andcj be two consecutive local minimum. Then either
ci andcj have the same stack height, or elsecj is obtained fromci with one push operation.

Non-decreasing paths and cycles, and proper cycles.A path from configuration(αγ, q1) to configuration(αγα2, q2)
is anon-decreasingα-pathif (αγ, q1) is a local minimum. Note that ifπ is a non-decreasingα-path for someα ∈ Γ∗,
then the same sequence of transitions leads to a non-decreasing β-path for everyβ ∈ Γ∗. Hence we say thatπ is
a non-decreasing path if there existsα ∈ Γ∗ such thatπ is a non-decreasingα-path. A non-decreasing cycleis a
non-decreasing path from(α1, q) to (α2, q) such that the top symbols ofα1 andα2 are the same. A non-decreasing
cycle from(α1, q) to (α2, q) is a proper cycleif α1 = α2 (i.e., returns to the same configuration). By convention,
when we say that a pathπ is a non-decreasing path from(γ1, q1) to (γ2, q2), it means that for someα1, α2 ∈ Γ∗, the
pathπ is a non-decreasing path from(α1γ1, q1) to (α1γ1α2γ2, q2).

Cone of pumpable pairs. We denoteR+ = [0,+∞). For a finite non-decreasing pathπ we denote by
PPS(π) the (finite) set of pumpable pairs that occur inπ, that is, PPS(π) = {(p1, p2) ∈ (E∗ × E∗) |
p1 andp2 are a pumpable pair inπ}. Let PPS(π) = {P1 = (p11, p

1
2), P2 = (p21, p

2
2), . . . , Pj = (pj1, p

j
2)}, and we

denote byPumpMat(π) the matrix that is formed by the weight vectors of the pumpable pairs ofπ, that is, the matrix
hasj rows and thei-th row of the matrix isw(pi1) +w(pi2) (every weight vector is a row in the matrix). We denote by
PCone(π) the cone of the weight vectors inPPS(π), formally,PCone(π) = {PumpMat(π) · ~x | ~x ∈ (Rk

+\{~0})}.

Example. We illustrate the definitions with the aid of an example. Consider the WPS shown in Figure 7. Consider all
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Figure 8:PCone((⊥, q0), (⊥, q5))

the possible paths from(⊥, q0) to (⊥, q5). Every such path is of the form

q0 → q1 → (q1 → q1)
m → q2 → (q2 → q2)

n → q3 → (q3 → q3)
n → q4 → (q4 → q4)

m → q5

for some non-negative numbersm andn. Hence there are two pumpable pairs, namely,P1 = (q1 → q1, q4 → q4)
andP2 = (q2 → q2, q3 → q3). Given the weight functionw (as shown in the figure) we havew(P1) = (0,−1) and
w(P2) = (12,−7). Therefore we have the following:

• PPS((⊥, q0), (⊥, q5)) = {(q1 → q1, q4 → q4), (q2 → q2, q3 → q3)};

• PumpMat((⊥, q0), (⊥, q5)) =

(
0 −1
12 −7

)
; and

• PCone((⊥, q0), (⊥, q5)) = {x1 · (0,−1) + x2 · (12,−7) | x1, x2 ≥ 0 ∧ x1 + x2 > 0} (see Figure 8).

The example illustrates the various concepts we have introduced.

Notations and abbreviations.Fix ℓ = (|Q| · |Γ|)(|Q|·|Γ|)2+1 for the rest of the section. Forq1, q2 ∈ Q andγ1, γ2 ∈ Γ,
by abuse of notation we denote byPPS((γ1, q1), (γ2, q2)) the (finite) set of all pumpable pair of paths, not longer than
ℓ, that occur in a non-decreasing path from(γ1, q1) to (γ2, q2); we similarly definePumpMat((γ1, q1), (γ2, q2)) and
PCone((γ1, q1), (γ2, q2)). If q1 = q2 andγ1 = γ2, then we abbreviatePPS((γ1, q1), (γ1, q1)) by PPS((γ1, q1)), and
similarly forPumpMat andPCone. The next lemma was proved in [15].

Lemma 8 ([15]). Letπ be a finite path such thatASH(π) > (|Q| · |Γ|)2. Thenπ has a pumpable pair of paths.

In the next lemma we show that any sufficiently long non-decreasing path contains a pumpable pair of paths.

Lemma 9. Every non-decreasing path longer thanℓ has a pumpable pair of paths.

Proof. Let π be a non-decreasing path longer thanℓ. If ASH(π) > (|Q| · |Γ|)2, then by Lemma 8 we get the desired
result; otherwise, it is an easy observation thatπ contains a proper cycle, which is by definition a pumpable pair of
paths (where one path in the pair is empty).

Corollary 1. Every non-decreasing path longer thanℓ has a pumpable pair of paths with length at mostℓ.

The next two lemmas show basic properties ofPPS. The first lemma asserts that we can decompose every non-
decreasing path to a set of pumpable pairs and a short non-decreasing path.

Lemma 10. For every non-decreasing pathπ from (γ1, q1) to (γ2, q2) there exists a tuple of pumpable pair of paths
P1 = (p11, p

1
2), P2 = (p21, p

2
2), . . . , Pj = (pj1, p

j
2) ∈ PPS((γ1, q1), (γ2, q2)) each of length at mostℓ (i.e., for all

1 ≤ i ≤ j we have|Pi| ≤ ℓ), a finite non-decreasing pathπ0 from (γ1, q1) to (γ2, q2) with length at mostℓ, and
non-negative constantsm1, . . . ,mj such thatw(π) = w(π0) +

∑j
i=1 mi · w(Pi) and|π| = |π0|+

∑j
i=1 mi · |Pi|.

Proof. The proof is by induction of the length ofπ. If |π| ≤ ℓ, then we are done by choosingj = 0 andπ0 = π.
Otherwise, by Corollary 1, the path has a pumpable pairP = (p1, p2) with length less thanℓ (and henceP ∈
PPS((q1, γ1), (q2, γ2))). Let π∗ be the path that is obtained fromπ by pumpingP zero times (i.e.,π∗ is obtained
by omittingP from π); clearlyπ∗ is a non-decreasing path from(γ1, q1) to (γ2, q2) and shorter thanπ, any by the
induction hypothesis we get the desired result.

The following lemma shows the connection between the average weight of a path andPPS.
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Lemma 11. If PCone((γ1, q1), (γ2, q2)) ∩ Rk
+ = ∅, then there exist constantsǫ > 0 andm ∈ N, such that for every

finite non-decreasing pathπ from (γ1, q1) to (γ2, q2), there exists a dimensiont such thatwt(π) ≤ m− ǫ · |π|.
Proof. In order to defineǫ, we consider the following linear programming problem withthe variablesx1, x2, . . . and
r: the objective function is to maximizer subject to the constraints below

∑

z∈PPS((γ1,q1),(γ2,q2))

xz · wt(z) ≥ r for t = 1, . . . , k (1)

∑

z∈PPS((γ1,q1),(γ2,q2))

xz = 1 (2)

xz ≥ 0 for all z ∈ PPS((γ1, q1), (γ2, q2)) (3)

Intuitively, the first constraint specifies that there is a convex combination of the weights of the pumpable pairs to
ensure at leastr in every dimension; and the following two constraints is to ensure that it is a convex combination. As
the domain of the variables is closed and bounded, there exists a maximum value to the linear program, and letr∗ be
the maximum value. Ifr∗ ≥ 0, then we get a contradiction to the assumption thatPCone((γ1, q1), (γ2, q2))∩Rk

+ = ∅.
Hence we haver∗ < 0. We definem = (ℓ + 1) ·W − r∗, ǫ = − r∗

ℓ and we claim that for every non-decreasing path
π from (γ1, q1) to (γ2, q2) there is a dimensiont such thatwt(π) ≤ m− ǫ · |π|.

By Lemma 10, there exists a pathπ0 with length at mostℓ, a (finite) sequence of pumpable pairsP1, . . . , Pj ∈
PPS((γ1, q1), (γ2, q2)) each of length at mostℓ and constantsm1, . . . ,mj such thatw(π) = w(π0)+

∑j
i=1 mi ·w(Pi)

and|π| = |π0|+
∑j

i=1 mi · |Pi|. We defineM =
∑j

i=1 mi. As all |Pi| and|π0| are bounded byℓ, we get thatM ≥
|π|−ℓ

ℓ . Observe that if we setxi =
mi

M for i = 1 to j, and letxz = 0 for all otherz ∈ PPS((γ1, q1), (γ2, q2)), then they

satisfy the constraints for convex combination. Hence there must exist a dimensiont for which 1
M

∑j
i=1 mi ·wt(Pi) ≤

r∗ (sincer∗ is the maximum among the feasible solutions). Thuswt(π) ≤ wt(π0)+M · r∗ and sincer∗ < 0 we have

wt(π) ≤ wt(π0) +
|π| − ℓ

ℓ
· r∗ = wt(π0)− r∗ + |π| · r

∗

ℓ
.

Therefore, for the choice ofm ≥ ℓ ·W − r∗ andǫ = − r∗

ℓ , we obtain the desired result.

The next proposition gives a sufficient and necessary condition for the existence of a path with non-negative mean-
payoff values in all the dimensions.

Proposition 1. There exists an infinite pathπ such thatLimInfAvg(π) ≥ ~0 if and only if there exists a (reachable)
non-decreasing cycleπ such thatRk

+ ∩ PCone(π) 6= ∅.

Proof. We first prove the direction from right to left. If there exists a pathπ such thatRk
+ ∩ PCone(π) 6= ∅, then

by definition there arej pumpable pairsP1, P2, . . . , Pj with weight vectorsy1 = w(P1), . . . , yj = w(Pj) such that
there existj positive constants (w.l.o.g natural positive constants)n1, . . . , nj such that

∑j
i=1 ni · yi ≥ ~0. For every

a, b ∈ N we denote byπa,b the (finite) path that is formed by pumping thea-th pumpable pairb times. We denote by
π̂b = π1,b·n1 · π2,b·n2 · · · · · πj,b·nj · · · , where thei-th pumpable pair is pumpedb · ni times, respectively. We note that
πa,b is a non-decreasing cycle, and for the infinite path

π∗ = π̂1 · π̂2 · π̂3 · · · π̂b · · ·

we getLimAvg(π∗) ≥ ~0. The reason we haveLimAvg(π∗) ≥ ~0 is asb tends to infinity, the average weight is
determined only by the weights of thej pumpable pairs and their coefficientsn1, . . . , nj , and we have

∑j
i=1 ni·yi ≥ ~0.

This completes the proof for the direction from right to left.
For the converse direction, letπ be an infinite path such thatLimAvg(π) ≥ ~0, and let(γ, q) be a top configuration

that occurs infinitely often in the local minimum ofπ. SinceLimAvg(π) ≥ ~0 it follows that for everyǫ > 0 there exists
a non-decreasing cycle that begins at(γ, q) with average weight at least−ǫ in every dimension. Hence, by Lemma 11
it follows thatPCone(γ, q) ∩ Rk

+ 6= ∅, and hence, there exists a non-decreasing cycleπ that starts in(γ, q) for which
PCone(π) ∩ Rk

+ 6= ∅.
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By Proposition 1, we can decide whether there is an infinite path π for which LimAvg(π) ≥ ~0 by checking
if there exist a tuple(γ, q) ∈ Γ × Q for which there is a non-negative (and non-trivial) solution for the equation
PumpMat((γ, q)) · ~x ≥ 0. As in Lemma 1 by addingk self-loop transitions with weights, where the weight of
transitioni is −1 in thei-th dimension and0 in the other dimensions, we reduce the problem to findingq andγ such
that there is a non-negative solution forPumpMat((γ, q)) · ~x = 0. Inspired by the techniques of [17], we present
an algorithm that solves the problem by a reduction to a corresponding one-dimensional problem. As before given
a k-dimensional weight functionw and ak-dimensional vector~λ we denote byw · ~λ the one-dimensional weight
function obtained by multiplying the weight vectors by~λ. The reduction to one-dimensional objective requires the use
of Gordan’s lemma.

Lemma 12 (Gordan’s Lemma [24] (see also Lemma 2 in [32])). For a matrixA, eitherA · ~x = ~0 has a non-trivial
non-negative solution for~x, or there exists a vector~y such that~y ·AT is negative in every dimension.

The next lemma suggests that we can reduce the multidimensional problem to a corresponding one-dimensional
problem.

Lemma 13. Given a WPSA with a k-dimensional weight functionw, and(γ, q) ∈ Γ× Q, there exists a non-trivial
non-negative solution forPumpMat((γ, q)) · ~x = ~0 if and only if for every~λ ∈ Rk there is a non-decreasing path
from (γ, q) to (γ, q) that contains a pumpable pairP = (p1, p2) such that(w · ~λ)(P ) ≥ 0 (i.e., the weight of the path
for one-dimensional weight functionw · ~λ is non-negative).

Proof. The proof is straightforward application of Gordan’s Lemmato the matrixPumpMat((γ, q)).

Proposition 2. There is a polynomial time algorithm that given WPSAwithk-dimensional weight functionw, (γ, q) ∈
Γ × Q, a vector~λ ∈ Qk, and a rational numberr ∈ Q decides if there exists a pumpable pair of pathsP in a non-

decreasing cyclic path that begins at(γ, q) in A, with (w·~λ)(P )
|P | > r and |P | ≤ ℓ, and if such pair exists, it returns

w(P )
|P | .

Intuitively, the algorithm for Proposition 2 is based on thealgorithm for solving WPSs with one-dimensional
mean-payoff objectives. We postpone the technically detailed proof to Section 3.1. We first show how to use the
result of the proposition and a result from linear programming to solve the problem. We first state the result for linear
programming.

Linear program with exponential constraints and polynomial-time separating oracle.Consider a linear program
overn variables and exponentially many constraints inn. Given a polynomial timeseparating oraclethat for every
point in space returns in polynomial time whether the point is feasible, and if infeasible returns a violated constraint,
the linear program can be solved in polynomial time using theellipsoid method [25]. We use the result to show the
following result.

Proposition 3. There exists a polynomial time algorithm that decides whether for a given stateq and a stack alphabet
symbolγ there exists a non-trivial non-negative solution forPumpMat((γ, q)) · ~x = ~0.

Proof. Conceptually, givenq andγ, we compute a matrixA, such that each row inA corresponds to the average
weight vector of a row inPumpMat((γ, q)) (that is, the weight of a pumpable pair divided by its length), and solves
the following linear programming problem: For variablesr and~λ = (λ1, . . . , λk), the objective function is to minimize
r subject to the constraints below:

~λ · AT ≤ ~r where~r = (r, r, . . . , r)T (4)

k∑

i=1

λi = 1 (5)

Once the minimalr is computed, by Lemma 13, there exists a solution forPumpMat((γ, q)) · ~x = 0 if and only if
r ≥ 0.

The number of rows ofA in the worst case is exponential (to be precise at mostℓ · (2 ·W · ℓ)k, since the length of
the path is at mostℓ, the sum of weights is between−W · ℓ andW · ℓ and there arek dimensions). However, we do
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not enumerate the constraints of the linear programming problem explicitly but use the result of linear programs with
polynomial time separating oracle. By Proposition 2 we havean algorithm that verifies the feasibility of a solution
(that is, an assignment for~λ andr) and if the solution is infeasible it returns a constraint that is not satisfied by the
solution. Thus the result of Proposition 2 provides the desired polynomial-time separating oracle and we have the
desired result.

Hence, we get the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Given a WPSA with multidimensional weight functionw, we can decide in polynomial time whether
there exists a pathπ such thatLimAvg(π) ≥ ~0.

3.1 Technical detailed proof of Proposition 2

In this section we prove Proposition 2. Throughout this section, we assume WLOG that~λ is a vector of integers
and thatr = 0. Intuitively the solution is very similar to solving WPS with one-dimensional objectives, with some
technical and tedious modifications. We will present the relevant details. LetA be a WPS withk-dimensional weight
functionw, andw · ~λ be the one-dimensional weight function. Letd = (|Q| · |Γ|)2 + 1. We now recall the notion
of summary function as defined in [15]. In the definition of summary function below we consider the weight function
w · ~λ.

Summary function.LetA be a WPS. Forα ∈ Γ∗ we definesα : Q× Γ×Q → {−∞} ∪ Z ∪ {ω} as following.

1. sα(q1, γ, q2) = ω iff for every n ∈ N there exists a non-decreasing path from(αγ, q1) to (αγ, q2) with weight
at leastn.

2. sα(q1, γ, q2) = z ∈ Z iff the weight of the maximum weight non-decreasing path from configuration(αγ, q1)
to configuration(αγ, q2) is z.

3. sα(q1, γ, q2) = −∞ iff there is no non-decreasing path from(αγ, q1) to (αγ, q2).

Remark 3. For everyα1, α2 ∈ Γ∗: sα1
≡ sα2

.

Due to Remark 3 it is enough to consider onlys ≡ s⊥. The computation of the summary function will be achieved
by considering stack height bounded summary functions defined below.

Stack height bounded summary function.For everyd ∈ N, thestack height bounded summary functionsd : Q × Γ×
Q → {−∞} ∪ Z ∪ {ω} is defined as follows: (i)sd(q1, γ, q2) = ω iff for every n ∈ N there exists a non-decreasing
path from(⊥γ, q1) to (⊥γ, q2) with weight at leastn and additional stack height at mostd; (ii) sd(q1, γ, q2) = z
iff the weight of the maximum weight non-decreasing path from (⊥γ, q1) to (⊥γ, q2) with additional stack height at
mostd is z; and (iii) sd(q1, γ, q2) = −∞ iff there is no non-decreasing path with additional stack height at mostd
from (⊥γ, q1) to (⊥γ, q2). Before presenting the key lemma we recall the computation of si+1 from si that will also
introduce the relevant notions required for the lemma.

Computation ofsi+1 fromsi andA. LetGA be the finite weighted graph that is formed by all the configurations ofA
with stack height either one or two, that is, the vertices areof the form(α, q) whereq ∈ Q andα ∈ {⊥ · γ,⊥ · γ1 · γ2 |
γ, γ1, γ2 ∈ Γ}. The edges (and their weights) are according to the transitions ofA: formally, (i) (Skip edges): for
vertices(⊥ · α, q) we have an edge to(⊥ · α, q′) iff e = (q,Top(α), skip , q′) is an edge inA (and the weight of the
edge inGA is (w ·~λ)(e)) whereα = γ orα = γ1 ·γ2 for γ, γ1, γ2 ∈ Γ; (ii) (Push edges): for vertices(⊥·γ, q) we have
an edge to(⊥ · γ · γ′, q′) iff e = (q, γ, push(γ′), q′) is an edge inA (and the weight of the edge inGA is (w · ~λ)(e))
for γ, γ′ ∈ Γ; and (iii) (Pop edges): for vertices(⊥·γ ·γ′, q) we have an edge to(⊥·γ, q′) iff e = (q, γ′, pop, q′) is an
edge inA (and the weight of the edge inGA is (w · ~λ)(e)) for γ, γ′ ∈ Γ. Intuitively,GA allows skips, push pop pairs,
and only one additional push. Note thatGA has at most2 · |Q| · |Γ|2 vertices, and can be constructed in polynomial
time.

For every i ≥ 1, given the functionsi, the graphGi
A is constructed fromGA as follows: adding edges

((⊥γ1γ2, q1), (⊥γ1γ2, q2)) (if the edge does not exist already) and changing its weight to si(q1, γ2, q2) for every
γ1, γ2 ∈ Γ andq1, q2 ∈ Q. The value ofsi+1(q1, γ, q2) is exactly the weight of the maximum weight path between
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(⊥γ, q1) and(⊥γ, q2) in Gi
A (with the following convention:−∞ < z < ω, z+ω = ω andz+−∞ = ω+−∞ = −∞

for everyz ∈ Z). If in Gi
A there is a path from(⊥γ, q1) to (⊥γ, q2) that contains a cycle with positive weight, then

we setsi+1(q1, γ, q2) = ω. Hence, givensi andA, the construction ofGi
A is achieved in polynomial time, and the

computation ofsi+1 is achieved using the Bellman-Ford algorithm [18] in polynomial time (the maximum weight path
is the shortest weight if we define the edge length as the negative of the edge weight). Also note that the Bellman-Ford
algorithm reports cycles with positive weight (that is, negative length) which is required to setω values ofsi+1. It
follows that we can computesi+1 givensi andA in polynomial time. In the computation of the summary functionsi
we also store along withsi(q1, γ, q2) the weight vectorw(P ) and the length|P | of a witness pathP that is maximal
weight (according tow · ~λ) shortest non-decreasing path from(γ, q1) to (γ, q2) with additional stack height at mosti.
We denote byVECT(si(q1, γ, q2)) the tuple(w(P ), |P |).
Lemma 14. Let q1, q2 ∈ Q, γ ∈ Γ andd > (|Q| · |Γ|)2, such thatsd(q1, γ, q2) > sd−1(q1, γ, q2), and letπ be the
shortest non-decreasing path from(⊥γ, q1) to (⊥γ, q2) with weightsd+1(q1, γ, q2) and additional stack heightd, then
the following assertions hold:

1. The pathπ contains a pumpable pair of pathsP = (p1, p2) with (w · ~λ)(P ) > 0 with length at mostℓ.

2. We can computew(P ), and w(P )
|P | in polynomial time.

Proof. The first item was proved in [15]. For the second item, we consider the graphsGi
A as defined above. Then for

Gd
A, we compute (based on the summary functionsd) the maximum weight non-decreasing pathρ from (⊥γ, q1) to

(⊥γ, q2). In the pathρ, we find a sub-path of the form(⊥γ, z), (⊥γδ, q′), (⊥γδ, q′′), (⊥γ, z′), for which

• sd(z, γ, z
′) > sd−1(z, γ, z

′); and

• sd−1(q
′, δ, q′′) > sd−2(q

′, δ, q′′);

(note that by definition such sub-path must exist). We store the value of the maximum weight paths from(⊥γ, q1) to
(⊥γ, z), and from(⊥γ, z′) to (⊥γ, q2). We also store thepush andpop transitions and the corresponding vector of
the weight functionw, and repeat the process, recursively, for the maximum weight non-decreasing path from(δ, q′)
to (δ, q′′) with ASH(d− 1). We end up with a description of lengthO(d) of the form

ρ∗ = (⊥γ1, q
1
1)

ρ1
❀ (⊥γ1, q

1
2)

push1→ (⊥γ1γ2, q
2
1)

ρ2
❀ (⊥γ1γ2, q

2
2)

push2→ (⊥γ1γ2γ3, q
3
1)

ρ3
❀ (⊥γ1γ2γ3, q

3
2)

push3→

· · · pushd→ (⊥γ1 . . . γd, q
d
1)

ρd+1

❀ (⊥γ1 . . . γd, q
d
2)

pop1→ (⊥γ1 . . . γd−1, q
d−1
3 )

ρd+2

❀ (⊥γ1 . . . γd−1, q
d−1
4 )

pop2→ (⊥γ1 . . . γd−2, q
d−2
3 )

ρd+3

❀ (⊥γ1 . . . γd−2, q
d−2
4 )

pop3→ · · · popd→ (⊥γ1, q
1
3)

ρ2·d+1

❀ (⊥γ1, q
1
4);

where q11 = q1, q14 = q2 and γ1 = γ. Intuitively, the path ρ∗ is decomposed as the path
ρ1 push1 ρ2 push2 · · · pushd ρd+1 pop1 ρd+2 · · · popd ρ2·d+1, where theρ1 realizes the valuesd(q11 , γ1, q

1
2),

ρ2 realizes the valuesd−1(q
2
1 , γ2, q

2
2) and so on; and similarlyρd+1 realizes the values0(qd1 , γd, q

d
2), ρd+2 realizes

the values1(q
d−1
3 , γd−1, q

d−1
4 ), ρd+3 realizes the values2(q

d−2
3 , γd−2, q

d−2
4 ) and so on; and finally,ρ2·d+1 realizes

sd(q
1
3 , γ1, q

1
4).

Sinced > (|Q| · |Γ|)2, there must exist1 ≤ i < j ≤ d, andh1, h2, h3, h4 ∈ {1, . . . , 4} such thatqih1
= qjh2

,

qih3
= qjh4

, γi = γj , and the weight of the path from(⊥γ1 . . . γi, q
i
h1
) to (⊥γ1 . . . γj , q

j
h2
) plus the weight of the path

from (⊥γ1 . . . γj , q
i
h3
) to (⊥γ1 . . . γi, q

j
h4
) is positive. We sequentially iterate over all such tuples ofi, j, h1, h2, h3

andh4 in polynomial time, and a witness pathP can be obtained as of the form ofρ∗. The computation ofw(P ) and
w(P )
|P | is obtained from the vector of the summary function, and thepush andpop transitions along with the vector of

weights according tow of such transitions, i.e.,

(w(P ), |P |) =
( d∑

i=1

w(push i) + w(pop i), 2 · d
)
+

2·d+1∑

i=1

(w(ρi), |ρi|)

=
( d∑

i=1

w(push i) + w(pop i), 2 · d
)
+

d+1∑

i=1

VECT(sd+1−i(q
i
1, γi, q

i
2)) +

2d+1∑

i=d+2

VECT(si−d−1(q
i
3, γi, q

i
4)).
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Hence it follows that we can computew(P ) andw(P )
|P | in polynomial time and the proof follows.

Our goal now is the computation of theω values of the summary function. To achieve the computation of ω
values we will define another summary functions∗ and a new WPSA∗ such that certain cycles inA∗ will characterize
theω values of the summary function. We now define the summary function s∗ and the pushdown systemA∗. Let
d = (|Q| · |Γ|)2. The new summary functions∗ is defined as follows: if the values ofsd andsd+1 are the same then it
is assigned the value ofsd, and otherwise the valueω. Formally,

s∗(q1, γ, q2) =

{
sd(q1, γ, q2) if sd(q1, γ, q2) = sd+1(q1, γ, q2)
ω if sd(q1, γ, q2) < sd+1(q1, γ, q2).

The new WPSA∗ is constructed fromA by adding the following set ofω-edges:{(q1, γ, q2, skip) | s∗(q1, γ, q2) =
ω}.

Lemma 15 ([15]). For all q1, q2 ∈ Q and γ ∈ Γ, the following assertion holds: the original summary function
s(q1, γ, q2) = ω iff there exists a non-decreasing path inA∗ from (⊥γ, q1) to (⊥γ, q2) that goes through anω-edge.

We will now present the required polynomial-time algorithmfor Proposition 2, and we present the algorithm
for the case withr = 0 (and this is without loss of generality). The algorithm is similar to solution of WPS with
one-dimensional objective of [15]. The final ingredient is the notion of summary graph.

Summary graph and positive simple cycles.Given a WPSA = 〈Q,Γ, q0 ∈ Q,E ⊆ (Q×Γ)× (Q×Com(Γ)), w ·~λ :
E → Z〉 and the summary functions, we construct thesummary graphGr(A) = (V ,E) of A with a weight
function w : E → Z ∪ {ω} as follows: (i) V = Q × Γ; and (ii) E = Eskip ∪ Epush whereEskip =
{((q1, γ), (q2, γ)) | s(q1, γ, q2) > −∞}, andEpush = {((q1, γ1), (q2, γ2)) | (q1, γ1, q2, push(γ2)) ∈ E}; and (iii) for
all e = ((q1, γ), (q2, γ)) ∈ Eskip we havew(e) = s(q1, γ, q2), and for alle ∈ Epush we havew(e) = (w · ~λ)(e)
(i.e., according to weight function ofA). A simple cycleC in Gr(A) is apositive simple cycleiff one of the following
conditions hold: (i) eitherC contains anω-edge (i.e., edge labeledω by w); or (ii) the sum of the weights of the
edges of the cycles according tow is positive. The summary functions and the summary graph canbe constructed in
polynomial time. The first step of the algorithm is to build the summary graph and to check if there is a path from
(γ, q) to (γ, q) with a positive weight. We consider the following cases of existence of such a positive weight path.

1. If there is no such path, then there does not exist pumpablepair of pathsP = (p1, p2) with positive weight (i.e.,
there exists no pumpable pairP with (w · ~λ)(P ) > 0).

2. We now consider the case when such a positive weight path exists. If such a path exist, we consider the path with
maximum weight that is shortest (i.e., among the ones with maximum weight we choose a path that is shortest).
We have two distinct cases.

(a) We first consider the case when the path do not go through anω edge. Then the path does not have
a pumpable pair for the following reason: if the pumpable pair is positive, then the weight is not the
maximum, and if the pumpable pair is non-negative, removingit ensures we obtain a maximum weight
path with shorter length. Hence the length of the path is at most ℓ. Since we have stored the vector of the
summary function (which stores the weights according tow and length of the witness paths) we compute
the weight of this path according tow (and not according tow · ~λ), and return the average weight of this
path.

(b) Otherwise, the path goes through anω edge in the summary graph. If there is anω edge due to a proper
cycle with positive weight, then we can detect this cycle in the construction of the summary graph and
compute its average weight according tow (since we have the vector of the summary function that stores
the weight according tow and the length of the witness paths). Otherwise, by Lemma 15,it follows that
there is a non-decreasing path from(γ, q) to (γ, q) that has a non-decreasing sub-path from(δ, q1) to
(δ, q2) andsd+1(q1, δ, q2) > sd(q1, δ, q2). We have already described a polynomial time algorithm for
finding suchq1, q2 andδ. Once we findq1, q2 andδ, by Lemma 14, we can computew(P ) and w(P )

|P | in
polynomial time.

The proof of Proposition 2 follows.
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4 Recursive Games under Modular Strategies with Mean-payoff Objectives

In this section we will consider recursive games (which are equivalent to pushdown games) with modular strategies.
Note that there is no intuitive interpretation of modular strategies for pushdown games and it is standard (as considered
in all works in literature) to define and consider modular strategies in the context of recursive games. We start with
the definitions and present four results for mean-payoff objectives in such games: (1) we show undecidability for
multidimensional problem, and hence focus on the one-dimensional case; (2) for the one-dimensional case we show a
NP-hardness result; (3) we present an algorithm that runs inpolynomial time when relevant parameters are fixed; and
(4) finally we show a reduction from finite-state parity gamesto show the hardness of fixed parameter tractability.

Weighted recursive game graphs (WRGs).A recursive game graphA consists of a tuple〈A0, A1, . . . , An〉 of game
modules, where each game moduleAi = (Ni, Bi, V

1
i , V

2
i ,En i,Ex i, δi) consists of the following components:

• A finite nonempty set ofnodesNi.

• A nonempty set ofentrynodesEni ⊆ Ni and a nonempty set ofexit nodesEx i ⊆ Ni.

• A set ofboxesBi.

• Two disjoint setsV 1
i andV 2

i that partition the set of nodes and boxes into two sets, i.e.,V 1
i ∪ V 2

i = Ni ∪ Bi

andV 1
i ∩ V 2

i = ∅. The setV 1
i (resp.V 2

i ) denotes the places where it is the turn of player 1 (resp. player 2) to
play (i.e., choose transitions). We denote the union ofV 1

i andV 2
i by Vi.

• A labelingYi : Bi → {1, . . . , n} that assigns to every box an index of the game modulesA1 . . . An.

• Let Callsi = {(b, e) | b ∈ Bi, e ∈ Enj , j = Yi(b)} denote the set ofcalls of moduleAi and letRetnsi =
{(b, x) | b ∈ Bi, x ∈ Ex j , j = Yi(b)} denote the set ofreturnsin Ai. Then,δi ⊆ (Ni ∪Retnsi)× (Ni ∪Callsi)
is thetransition relationfor moduleAi.

A weighted recursive game graph(for short WRG) is a recursive game graph, equipped with a weight functionw on
the transitions. We also refer the readers to [3] for detailed description and illustration with figures of recursive game
graphs. WLOG we shall assume that the boxes and nodes of all modules are disjoint. LetB =

⋃
i Bi denote the set

of all boxes,N =
⋃

iNi denote the set of all nodes,En =
⋃

i En i denote the set of all entry nodes,Ex =
⋃

i Ex i

denote the set of all exit nodes,V 1 =
⋃

i V
1
i (resp.V 2 =

⋃
i V

2
i ) denote the set of all places under player 1’s control

(resp. player 2’s control), andV = V 1 ∪ V 2 denote the set of all vertices. We will also consider the special case
of one-player WRGs, where eitherV 2 is empty (player-1 WRGs) orV 1 is empty (player-2 WRGs). WLOG we will
assume that the every module has a unique entrance (a polynomial reduction to module with many entrances to one
with a single entrance was given in [3]). The moduleA0 is the initial module, and its entry node the starting node of
the game.

Configurations, paths and local history.A configurationc consists of a sequence(b1, . . . , br, u), whereb1, . . . , br ∈
B andu ∈ N . Intuitively, b1, . . . , br denote the current stack (of modules), andu is the current node. A sequence of
configurations isvalid if it does not violate the transition relation. Theconfiguration stack heightof c is r. Let us denote
by C the set of all configurations, and letC1 (resp.C2) denote the set of all configurations under player 1’s control
(resp. player 2’s control). Apathπ = 〈c1, c2, c3, . . .〉 is a valid sequence of configurations. Letρ = 〈c1, c2, . . . , ck〉
be a valid finite sequence of configurations, such thatci = (bi1, . . . , b

i
di
, ui), and the stack height ofci is di. Let ci be

the first configuration with stack heightdi = dk, such that for everyi ≤ j ≤ k, if cj has stack heightdi, thenuj /∈ Ex

(uj is not an exit node). Thelocal historyof ρ, denoted byLocalHistory(ρ), is the sequence(uj1 , . . . , ujm) such that
cj1 = ci, cjm = ck, j1 < j2 < · · · < jm, and the stack height ofcj1 , . . . , cjm is exactlydi. Intuitively, the local
history is the sequence of nodes in a module. Note that by definition, for everyρ ∈ C∗, there existsi ∈ {1, . . . , n}
such that all the nodes that occur inLocalHistory(ρ) belong toVi. We say thatLocalHistory(ρ) ∈ Ai if all the nodes
in LocalHistory(ρ) belong toVi.

Global game graph and isomorphism to pushdown game graphs.The global game graphcorresponding to a
WRGA = 〈A1, . . . , An〉 is the graph of all valid configurations, with an edge(c1, c2) between configurationsc1 and
c2 if there exists a transition fromc1 to c2. It follows from the results of [3] that every recursive gamegraph has an
isomorphic pushdown game graph that is computable in polynomial time.
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~0
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Figure 9: ModuleA0

Plays, strategies and modular strategies.A play is played in the usual sense over the global game graph (which
is possibly an infinite graph). A (finite) play is a (finite) valid sequence of configurations〈c1, c2, c3, . . .〉 (i.e., a path
in the global game graph). Astrategyfor player 1 is a functionτ : C∗ × C1 → C respecting the edge relationship
of the global game graph, i.e., for allw ∈ C∗ andc1 ∈ C1 we have that(c1, τ(w · c1)) is an edge in the global
game graph. Amodular strategyτ for player 1 is a set of functions{τi}ni=1, one for each module, where for every
i, we haveτi : (Ni ∪ Retnsi)

∗ → δi. The functionτ is defined as follows: For every play prefixρ we have
τ(ρ) = τi(LocalHistory(ρ)), whereLocalHistory(ρ) ∈ Ai. The functionτi is the local strategyof moduleAi.
Intuitively, a modular strategy only depends on the local history, and not on the context of invocation of the module.
A modular strategyτ = {τi}ni=1 is a finite-memorymodular strategy ifτi is a finite-memory strategy for every
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. A memorylessmodular strategy is defined in similar way, where every component local strategy is
memoryless.

Mean-payoff objectives and winning modular strategies.Themodular winning strategy problemasks if player 1
has a modular strategyτ such that against every strategyσ for player 2 the playπ given the starting node and the
strategies satisfyLimAvg(π) ≥ ~0 (note that the counter strategy of player 2 is a general strategy).

4.1 Undecidability for multidimensional mean-payoff objectives

In this section we will show that the problem of deciding the existence of modular winning strategy for player 1
in WRGs with multidimensional mean-payoff objectives is undecidable. The reduction would be from reachability
games over tuples of integers. We start by introducing thesegames.

Reachability games overZk. A reachability game overZk consists of a finite-state game graphG, ak dimensional
weight functionw : E → Zk, and an initial weight vector~ν ∈ Zk. An infinite playπ is winning for player 1 if there
exists some finite prefixπ′ ⊑ π such thatw(π′) + ~ν = 0 and the last vertex inπ′ is a player-1 vertex.

Lemma 16. The following problem is undecidable: Given a reachabilitygame overZ2 and a starting vertexv, decide
if there is a winning strategyτ for player 1 to ensure that for all strategiesσ for player 2 the playπ(τ, σ, v) is winning
for player 1.
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(0,0,0,0,+1,-1)

~0 ~0

Figure 10: ModuleA1

v∗G

(0,0,0,0,-1,+1)

(+~ν,−~ν, 0, 0) ~0 ~0

Figure 11: ModuleA2

Proof. We make a simple observation that the undecidability proof for reachability games overN2 (e.g., see [1]) is
easily extended to games overZ2.

We will present a general reduction from reachability gamesoverZk to WRGs under modular strategies with
multidimensional mean-payoff objectives of2 · k + 2 dimensions, with three modules (two of them with single exit,
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and an initial module without any exits). Given a reachability game overZk with game graphG, weight functionw
and initial vector~ν, we construct a WRG graphA = 〈A0, A1, A2〉 with a weight function of2 · k + 2 dimensions in
the following way.

• ModuleA0: This module repeatedly invokesA1 andA2 (one call toA1 and one call toA2); and all the weights
of the transitions are0.

• ModuleA1: This module has three nodes: entrance, exit and an additional one with a self-loop edge with weight
0 in the first2 ·k dimensions, weight+1 in dimension2 ·k+1 and weight−1 in dimension2 ·k+2; the weight
of the edges from the entrance node to the additional node andfrom the additional node to the exit node are0 in
every dimension. All the nodes are in the control of player 1.

• ModuleA2: The nodes of this module are the entrance and exit nodes, thenodesV of the reachability gameG,
and an additional nodev∗. The entrance node leads to the initial vertex ofG with edge weight(~ν,−~ν, 0, 0) (i.e.,
the firstk dimensions are according to~ν, dimensionsk+1 to 2 · k are according to−~ν, and the last two dimen-
sions are0). For every edgee = (u, v) in G, there is such transition inA2 with weight(w(e),−w(e),−1,+1).
In addition, from every player-1 vertex inV there is a transition tov∗ with weight0 in every dimension. Inv∗

there is a self-loop transition with weight−1 in dimension2k + 1, +1 in dimension2k + 2 and0 in the rest of
the dimensions; and in addition there is a transition to the exit node with weight0 in every dimension.

The pictorial descriptions of the modulesA0, A1, andA2 are shown in Figure 9, Figure 10, and Figure 11, respectively.

Observation 1. The following observations hold:

1. If player-1 strategyτ1 for moduleA1 is to never exit, then it is not a winning strategy (since the mean-payoff in
dimension2 · k + 2 will be−1.)

2. If for a player-1 strategyτ2 for moduleA2, there is a playπ consistent withτ2 that does not reachv∗, thenτ2 is
not a winning strategy (since the mean-payoff ofρ in dimension2 · k + 1 will be−1.)

Lemma 17. If player 1 does not have a winning strategy in the reachability game overZk, then there is no modular
winning strategy for player 1 inA.

Proof. If player 1 does not have a winning strategy in the reachability game overZk, then letσ be a player-2 winning
strategy for the reachability game. We fix player-2 strategyfor the modular game to beσ according to the local history
of A2 and claim that it is a winning strategy for player 2 in the WRG against the multidimensional mean-payoff
objective for player 1. Indeed, letτ = {τ1, τ2} be a player-1 modular strategy, and we consider the pathπ which is
formed by playing according toτ andσ. By Observation 1 ifπ never exitA1 or never reach nodev∗, then player 2
wins. Otherwise, sinceσ is a winning strategy in the reachability game, we get that inthe first sub-path ofπ that leads
from the entrance ofA2 to v∗, one of the dimensions1 ≤ i ≤ 2 ·k has a negative weight. We note that bothσ andτ are
modular strategies, and thus the pathπ is periodic and the mean-payoff ofπ in dimensioni is negative. To conclude,
if player 2 is the winner in the reachability game, then player 1 does not have a modular winning strategy inA.

Lemma 18. If player 1 has a winning strategy in the reachability game, then there is a modular winning strategy for
player 1 inA.

Proof. Let τG be a player-1 winning strategy for the reachability game. ByKönig’s Lemma there exists a fixed
constantn ∈ N such that player 1 can assure the reachability objective, against every player-2 strategy, with at mostn
rounds. We now derive a modular winning strategy inA from τG:

• ModuleA1: Follow the self-loop edge forn rounds and exit.

• ModuleA2: Follow strategyτG, until the weight in every dimension, according to the reachability game over
G, is 0 and a player-1 vertex was reached, and then go tov∗. Letm be the number of rounds played according
to τG in the current local history ofA2, then player 1 follows the self-loop inv∗ for n −m times and goes to
the exit node.
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Figure 12: ModuleA1 for (x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ x3) ∧ (x2 ∨ ¬x3 ∨ ¬x4)

It is easy to observe that any play according to the strategy above has a mean-payoff value of0 in every dimension.

From Lemma 16, Lemma 17, and Lemma 18 we obtain the following result:

Theorem 4. The problem of deciding the existence of a modular winning strategy in WRGs with multidimensional
mean-payoff objectives is undecidable, even for hierarchical games (i.e., games without recursive calls), with six
dimensions, three modules and with at most single exit for each module.

In view of Theorem 4 we will focus on complexity and algorithms for WRGs under modular strategies for one-
dimensional mean-payoff objectives.

4.2 NP-hardness

We consider WRGs under modular strategies with one-dimensional mean-payoff objectives. It was already shown
in [15] that if the number of modules is not bounded, then evenif all modules have at most one exit, the problem
is NP-hard even when there is only player 1 and weights are restricted to{−1, 0, 1}. We present a similar hardness
result when the number of modules are restricted to only two,but the number of exits are not bounded. We present a
simple log-space reduction from 3SAT to WRGs with two modules. The objective we will consider is the reachability
objective, where the mean-payoff objective is satisfied once a vertexr is reached (i.e.,r has a self-loop with weight 0
and all other transitions have negative weight).

The reduction. For a 3SAT formulaϕ(x1, . . . , xn) =
∧m

i=1 Ci we construct a WRG with two modules, namelyA0

andA1.

• ModuleA1: The module has2n exits namely,Exx1
,Ex¬x1

, . . . ,Exxn
,Ex¬xn

, an entrance node that is owned
by player 2, andn player-1 nodesx1, . . . , xn. From the entrance node there is a transition(En , xi), for i =
1, . . . , n; and from every nodexi there is one transition toExxi

and one transition toEx¬xi
. Intuitively, a

modular strategy for player 1 is to decide on a True/False value for everyxi.

• ModuleA0: This is the initial module; it consists ofm gadgetsC1, . . . , Cm (note that these are gadgets and
not modules), and two sink states, namelyr and¬r, wherer is the reachability objective. A gadgetCi =
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Figure 13: ModuleA0

y1i ∨ y2i ∨ y3i consists of three sub-gadgets, namely,y1i , y
2
i , y

3
i ; gadgetyji invokes moduleA1 and the exits

({Exx1
,Ex¬x1

, . . . ,Exxn
,Ex¬xn

}\{yji ,¬yji }) of A1 leads to the good sink noder, the exityji leads to gadget
Ci+1 (or to noder if i = m), and the exit¬yji leads to sub-gadgetyj+1

i (or to the bad sink node¬r if j = 3).

The reduction is illustrated in Figure 12 and Figure 13. It isan easy observation that player 1 has a modular winning
strategy iff the formulaϕ is satisfiable.

Theorem 5. The decision problem of existence of modular winning strategies in WRG’s with one-dimensional mean-
payoff objectives is NP-hard even for WRG’s with two modulesand weights restricted to{0,−1}.

4.3 Algorithm for one-dimensional dimensional mean-payoff objectives

Given the undecidability result, we focus on WRGs with one-dimensional mean-payoff objectives, and given the
hardness results for either unbounded number of modules or unbounded number of exits, our goal is to present an
algorithm that runs in polynomial time if both the number of modules and the number of exits are bounded. For
the rest of this section we denote the number of game modules by M, the number of exits and boxes (in the entire
graph) byE andB, respectively, and byn andm the maximal size of|Vi| and|δi| (number of vertices and transitions)
respectively that a module has. IfM, E andW (the maximal absolute weight) are bounded, then our algorithm runs in
polynomial time. We first present a theorem from [15] that will be useful in our result and then present the notion of
cycle-free memoryless modular strategy.

Theorem 6 ([15]). Given a WRGA with a one-dimensional weight function, if there is a modular winning strategy
for the objectiveLimAvg, then there is a memoryless modular winning strategy.

Negative-cycle-free memoryless modular strategy.A player-1 memoryless modular strategyτ is callednegative-
cycle-free memoryless modular strategyif in the recursive graphAτ there are no proper cyclesC with negative
weights, i.e.,w(C) < 0.
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Signature of a negative-cycle-free memoryless modular strategy. Thesignatureof a negative-cycle-free memory-
less modular strategyτ = {τi}Mi=1 is anM-tuple of functionSig(τ) = {Sigi : Ex i → Z ∪ {−ω,+∞}}Mi=1 such that
for an exit nodex in moduleAi we haveSigi(x) = z if

• z ∈ Z and the non-decreasing path with the minimal weight inAτ fromEni to x (in the same stack height) has
weightz.

• z = +∞ and there is no non-decreasing path inAτ fromEni to x.

• z = −ω and for every integerj there is a non-decreasing path inAτ from Eni to x (at the same stack height),
with weight at mostj.

The next lemma demonstrates an important property of signature functions.

Lemma 19. Let ℓ = (M · n)M·E+1; let τ be a negative-cycle-free memoryless modular strategy; andlet W denotes
the maximal weight (in absolute value) that occur inA. ThenSig(τ) has the following property:

For everyi ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, the image (range) ofSigi is {−ω,+∞}∪ (Z ∩ [−W · ℓ,W · ℓ])

Proof. We fix the strategyτ in A, and obtain the player-2 recursive game graphAτ . To show the result we need to
prove that if there is a path (inAτ ) from Eni (the entrance ofAi) to x ∈ Ex i with weight less than−W · ℓ, then for
everyr ∈ Z there exists a path fromEni to x, consistent withτ , and with weight less thanr; and that it is impossible
that the path with the minimal weight fromEn i to x has weight at leastW · ℓ+ 1.

The proof is as follows: letπ be the shortest path inAτ from Eni to x with weightw(π) < −W · ℓ (note that
π corresponds to a play consistent withτ ). Sincew(π) < −W · ℓ, it must be that|π| > ℓ, thereforeπ must have a
pumpable pair of paths, and sinceπ is the shortest path fromEni to x with such weight, the weight of the pumpable
pair must be strictly negative, and thus we can construct paths fromEni to x with arbitrary small weights.

Similarly, we show that if there is a path fromEni to x, then there is a path with weight at mostW · ℓ−1. Towards
contradiction, letπ be the path with minimal weight betweenEni andx andw(π) ≥ W · ℓ andπ is the shortest path
with minimal weight. As|π| ≥ ℓ it follows that it has a pumpable pair of pathsP . If w(P ) > 0 orw(P ) < 0, then we
get a contradiction to the fact thatπ has minimal weight (either by omittingP if w(P ) < 0 or pumpingP arbitrarily if
w(P ) > 0). If W (P ) = 0, then we get a contradiction to the assumption thatπ is the shortest path by simply omitting
P . The desired result follows.

Feasibility of signature. We say that a functionSig : Ex → {−ω,+∞}∪ Z is feasibleif there is a negative-cycle-
free memoryless modular strategyτ such thatSig(τ) = Sig.

Lemma 20. Given a threshold vector~ν ∈ ({−ω,+∞}∪ Z)E, we can verify in(M · n)O(M·E2) ·WO(E) time if there
exists a feasible signature functionSig : Ex → {−ω,+∞} ∪ Z such thatSig ≥ ~ν (i.e., for everyx ∈ Ex we have
Sig(x) ≥ νx).

Proof. By Lemma 19 we may assume that the input is restricted for~ν ∈ ({−ω,+∞} ∪ (Z ∩ [−Wℓ,+Wℓ]))E and
Sig : Ex → {−ω,+∞} ∪ (Z ∩ [−Wℓ,+Wℓ]). The proof of the lemma will use the idea of signature verification
games.

The signature verification games.For a recursive gameA and a functionSig : Ex → {−ω,+∞}∪Z we constructM
game modulesG1, . . . , GM, such thatGi is formed from the moduleAi by replacing every boxb, that invokes module
Aj and itsk-th return node leads to nodevk, with a player-2 nodevb and edges(vb, vk) with weight Sigj(Exk).
Intuitively every game module is like a finite-state game with thresholds for exit vertices. We first prove a claim
related to signature verification games.

Claim. For every game moduleGi there exists a strategyτi that satisfiesSig, i.e., it assures:

• every path inGτi
i fromEni to Ex j has weight at leastSigi(Ex j); and

• there are no cycles with negative weight inGτi
i ;
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if and only if there exists a feasible signature functionSig′ such thatSig′ ≥ Sig.

Proof of claim.We prove both the directions of the claim. We start with the left to the right direction. By Theorem 6
such strategies{τi}Mi=1 exist iff there exist memoryless strategies{τ∗i }Mi=1 that satisfies the above. Clearly,τ∗ is also
a modular strategy. In addition, for every pathπ in Aτ∗

, the path does not contain negative proper cycles (and hence,
τ∗ is a negative-cycle-free strategy), and the path does not violates the constraints according toSig. The proof is by
a straightforward induction on the additional stack heightof π. Hence we haveSig(τ∗) ≥ Sig. The other direction is
simpler. Clearly if there exists a negative-cycle-free modular strategyτ such thatSig(τ) ≥ Sig, thenτi satisfies both
items for every game moduleGi. This proves the desired claim.

The results of [16, Lemma 31] provides an algorithm that decides if for a given functionf : Ex → {−ω,+∞}∪
(Z ∩ [−Wℓ,+Wℓ]) and a game moduleGi there is a memoryless strategy that satisfiesf ; this is done by solving
a (finite-state) mean-payoff game with one-dimensional objective with weights at most2 · n · W · ℓ. Hence, we can
sequentially go over all the functionsf : Ex → {−ω,+∞}∪ (Z ∩ [−Wℓ,+Wℓ]) such thatf ≥ ~ν and check iff is
satisfiable. By the claim a signatureSig ≥ ~ν exists if and only if suchf was found.

Complexity.The complexity analysis is as follows: there are(2 ·W · ℓ+2)E functions to verify; in the verification
process we solveM mean-payoff games with weights at most2 · n · W · ℓ and at mostn vertices andm edges; and
every mean-payoff game can be solved inO(m · n2 ·W · ℓ) time [11]. Thus the the overall complexity is

O(n2 ·m · (W · ℓ)E+1 ·M) = O(nM·E2+M·E+E+3 ·m ·MM·E2+M·E+E+2 ·W E+1) = (M · n)O(M·E2) ·WO(E)

The desired result follows.

Reduction from modular games to signature problem.Intuitively, for a given WRGA, we would like to construct
a new WRGA′, such that player 1 is the winner inA iff there exists a feasible signature inA′ with certain proper-
ties. We constructA′ in the following way: Let(A1, . . . , AM) be the modules ofA, then we construct the modules
(A′

1, . . . , A
′
M
) from (A1, . . . , AM) as follows:

• AddM exit nodesx1, . . . , xM for every module.

• For every box nodeb, in moduleAj , if b invokes moduleAi, then for allk 6= i, the exitxi is connected (by an
edge with weight0) to the exitxi in the moduleAj , and if k = i, then the exit leads to a sink state (and the
weight of the self-loop is positive).

• W.l.o.g we assume that all the entrances are player-2 nodes,and we add edges with zero weight from each
entrance to all the new exitsx1, . . . , xM.

We note that the number of exitsE′ in A′ isE+M2. The following lemma establishes winning inA and properties
of signature function inA′.

Lemma 21. Player 1 has a memoryless modular winning strategy inA iff there is a feasible signatureSig in A′ such
that for every moduleA′

i we haveSigi(xi) ≥ 0.

Proof. We first prove the direction from left to right. Letτ be a memoryless modular winning strategy (and therefore
also negative-cycle-free) inA. We note thatτ is a modular negative-cycle free strategy also forA′. We claim that (the
feasible signature function)Sig = Sig(τ) satisfiesSigi(xi) ≥ 0. Indeed, ifSigi(xi) < 0, then by the construction of
A′, there is a playρ fromEni toEn i (at an higher stack height) with negative weight, that is consistent withτ . Since
τ is a modular strategy we get thatρω is a play with a negative mean-payoff that is consistent withτ , which contradicts
the assumption thatτ is a winning strategy.

To prove the converse direction, letτ be a memoryless negative-cycle-free strategy inA′ such thatSig(τ) = Sig.
We note thatτ is a modular strategy also forA and we claim that it is a winning strategy forA. Indeed, letAτ be the
player-2 game according toτ ; if in Aτ there is a path with negative mean-payoff then either

• there is a proper cycle inAτ with negative weight, which contradicts the assumption that τ is negative-cycle-free
strategy; or
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• there is a non-decreasing cycleAτ with negative weight. If this is the case then for some moduleAi there is a
non-decreasing path inAτ fromEni to Eni with negative weight, and thus inA′τ there is a path with negative
weight fromEn i to xi and thereforeSigi(xi) < 0, in contradiction to the assumption.

The desired result follows.

Theorem 7. Given a WRGA with a one-dimensional mean-payoff objective, whether player 1 has a modular winning
strategy can be decided in(n ·M)O(M5+M·E2) ·WO(M2+E) time.

Proof. We first construct the modular game graphA′ and then we check if there is a signature functionSig such that
Sigi(xi) ≥ 0 for everyi ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. The correctness and complexity follows from Lemma 21 and Lemma 20.

4.4 Hardness for fixed parameter tractability

Given Theorem 7 (algorithm to solve in polynomial time whenM andE are fixed) an interesting question is whether
it is possible to show that WRGs under modular strategies is fixed parameter tractable (i.e., to obtain an algorithm
that runs in timeO(f(M,E) · poly(n,m,W ))). We show the hardness of fixed parameter tractability, again by a
reduction from parity games, implying that fixed parameter tractability would imply the solution of the long-standing
open problem of fixed parameter tractability of parity games.

Parity games to mean-payoff games with large weights. In [28] a reduction of finite-state parity games
to finite-state mean-payoff games was presented, and the weights for the mean-payoff game used were
{(−n)0, (−n)1, . . . , (−n)i, . . . , (−n)k}, wherek is the number of priorities of the parity function. The reduction
was aO(k · n · logn) time reduction.

The reduction. Given a finite state mean-payoff gameG with n vertices and weights
(−n)0, (−n)1, . . . , (−n)i, . . . , (−n)k we construct a recursive game graphA = 〈A0, P1, . . . , Pk, N1, . . . , Nk〉
with 2 · k + 1 modules in the following way.

• ThePi modules: all the nodes in thePi modules have out-degree1 (so the owner is irrelevant), and all the
modules have only one exit. In moduleP1 the out-edge of the entrance node leads to the exit node and has
weight+n (equivalently, it has a path with lengthn to the exit node, and the weight of each edge in the path is
+1). For i > 1, the modulePi invokesn times the modulePi−1 and goes to the exit node.

• TheNi modules: all the nodes in theNi modules have out-degree1 (so the owner is irrelevant), and all the
modules have only one exit. In moduleN1 the out-edge of the entrance node leads to the exit node and has
weight−n (equivalently, it has a path with lengthn to the exit node, and the weight of each edge in the path is
−1). For i > 1, the moduleNi invokesn times the moduleNi−1 and goes to the exit node.

• TheA0 module:A0 is formed from the vertices of the finite state game graphG, and every transition(u, v) in
G, with weight(−n)i is replaced by a transition fromu to a boxb and by a transition from the return node ofb
to v (both with weight0), whereb invokesPi if i is even, and invokesNi if i is odd.

Remark 4. The path from the entrance of modulePi (resp.Ni) to its exit has weightni (resp.−(ni)).

Proof. The proof is by a trivial induction oni.

We observe that all strategies inA are modular strategies, and that a modular winning strategyin A is a winning
strategy inG, and vice versa. We have the following result.

Theorem 8. Given a finite-state parity gameG with n vertices and priority function ofk-priorities, we can construct
in polynomial time a WRGA with 2 · k + 1 modules, withO(k · n) nodes and weights restricted to{−1, 0,+1} such
that a vertexv is winning for player 1 in the parity game iff there is a modular winning strategy inA with v as the
initial node.
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Concluding remarks. In this work we considered the fundamental algorithmic questions related to multidimensional
mean-payoff objectives in finite-state games, pushdown graphs, and pushdown games. We presented algorithms that
precisely characterized the parameters that need to be constant for polynomial-time algorithms. Moreover, we also
established the hardness of fixed parameter tractability for the relevant problems.
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